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(1) reeling ’’thrown'’ silk into skeins
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d. hard twist yarns
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b. nil te rials used in the manufacture of
hosiery
c. the way the hose is made
d. special features which help to explain
values
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B. Purposes of box investigation i
I
1, To study and detennlne the value of hosiery
boxes in use at that time
2, To design a box which would properly incase
the hosiery
3, To insure the presentation of the hosiery!
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THE DISCOVERY AND INTRODUCTION OF SILK
Silk is a filament produced by the silkworm,
and for brillancy, strength, elasticity, and beauty, it
is surpassed by no other fabric.
The history of silk starts with Hoang-Ti, the
third Emperor of China, who asked his wife and queen to
examine the silkworms and test the practicability of
using the thread frcm the cocoons. She collected large
numbers of worms, fed and cared for them herself, and
discovered how to reel the silk and to make it into
garments. According to Chinese records, she was deified
about 1700 B. C.
,
and ever since has been known as the
"Goddess of Silkworms,"^
The Chinese kept their method of obtaining
silk a secret for nearly two thousand years. They gave
the silk to the Persians, who for one thousand years,
without any knowledge of how or from what it was made,
carried it to the Western Nations.
Up to the sixth century A. D.
,
all raw silk
was still imported from China by way of Persia, but the
Byzantine Emperor Justinian, having engaged in war with
Persia, induced two monks to travel into China for the
purpose of procuring silkworm eggs. Although the export
1. SILK Its Origin, Cult\ire and Manufacture -
Corticelli Silk Mills - page 7
2* Silk and the Silk Industry “ Schober, Jos, •» page 2
xiie MoiromosiT^i gha yh^ycosic jht
,rrtowiUJta 6©oy5oiq ^noaslil s ai ;(Ii2
SI bnB ^x^IoUbbIb ,ri#aa9iJa ^x^i&LlliS lol ban
*
.oiidfil 'lorido on y^ beosjeqina ai
edi
,
1T“5^^80H dSlw aSZbSt ^lia lo
oS aaeup bus eXtn eid beilae oriw .anljiD Ito ioi&qa3l bzldS
lo Y^i-ticf^oldoaiq adS SaaS bne aanomilla eds entinaxo
«^i£X be^oeXIoo eilS .anooooo edS iSDil X)a'>'uiJ odJ anion
bflB ,lX©«*i©ri laerfl rrol baiao fane 5el ,amoir lo aiadra/a
olnl Si ey.as: oS fane Mila adS leai oS wvd bBiavooa tb
faetliefa asw ada .afanooei eaenldO ol anlMoooA .a^freimaa
6x11 ae awcoM naad aed eonia leve fins *.D .8 00?1 Suoda
,8anowMl}Z lo aaefafaoO**
anlnleJdo lo bodSea rledS SqeM eaeatdO edT
avaa ^.aia©Y bsTsaucdS owl- YXieen lol Sazoaa b Mlta
,a*taex bsmauodS ono lol odir .aaelcie^ ads ol 3(1 la adS
^efaaa aa?? Sadw moil io wod lo esfaoXwonM Incdllw
.anollel! nialaeW edl oi 11 beliieo
3iXlP. wai XXb
,
.G .a x^Saeo dlxla edl ol qU
eril Ind ,Blaie«l lo y®® enlriO noil faelioqrJ iXlle asw
dllr lew at faeassns ^Ived ,nBlxillaji;L loioqis?! anllnesYS
adl lol snlxiO olnl Xovsil ol ajiflor owl beoofanl .alaie*!
lioqxs 9x11 dsnodlXA .a?^8e miowMXie snlmooiq lo Daoqmq
- eixrloali/nalft faxiB *»xl;1XxxO ,ni8ii0 all 2JI3 .X
Y ogBq - aXXl:* 3(X12 lXX*otlioO
S ©8fiq ^ .uoL ^i9dodo2 - x'^StiJjbal Mlt?^ ©dl fans ilXl*’. .S
2of silkworm eggs from China was punishable by death, they
succeeded in bringing back a quantity, hidden in their
pilgrims* staves. Soon the industry spread rapidly all
over Europe,^
Many attenets were made to bring the silk
industry to America, but the excessive cost of the labor
involved in the rearing of the worms, and in the reeling
of the raw silk from the cocoons, as compared with the
very low cost of such labor in Europe and Asia, has ren-
dered it impossible to produce raw silk in the United States
at commercial prices,
"It is a fact not generally appreciated that
silk is the strongest fiber known to science as well as
the only fiber which is proof against decay caused by
dampness. Cotton will soon mildew and rot away, while
silk is in its element when it is wet, and may even be
soaked in water without impairing its strength. In these
days of keen competition many Imitations of silk are sold
under various fancy and deceptive names, but no substitute
Invented by man can replace the wonderful work of nature
o
and the silkworm,"
1, A glossary of Silk Terms - Chittick & Posselt - page 4
2, SILK Its Origin, Culture and Manufacture
Cortioelli Silk Mills - page 10
,rf^s9fo eldfirisiniiq aew BnlriO noil B930 anowjlljta lo
ileriJ^ ai ,x^i^n6t'i' b Aoad ^nljinlid nl Jbefieeoot/a
XIb Y-t&iQJSi bjeeias ndJ nocR .asjvaJ-a e/nlijitllq
^.eqoiua 10V0
B
MXla Sfliid od^ obain oiew ad(5n9dda xntM
lodaX odd lo tzoo evioaeoxo add J^ud .aolieniA od” y^mtaubat
SnlXeei sdd nl: boB tzrniow edd lo ^niiaai add n2 bavXovni
odd ddlw bdiaqnoo ea ,3nooooo odd noil diXia wai odd lo
-aei aari ,flieA bos oqoiua at lOdaX done lo daoo woX
dfidS bodinU odd at Jlile wei ©ooboiq od aXdlaaoqmi di 60106
.aooJtiq Xaioioirtcnoo da
dedd bodeloeiqqa 'scXXsioaos don doal a ai dl”
aa XXow aa ©oneloa od xivron?i lodll daegnoide odd al iiXlB
Tjd boauao ’^0006 danlaas looiq ai dotdv. ledll icXno odd
oXldw t^awB doi baa yiabltm nooa XXiw noddoO .aaenqiTrab
©d ne\r© ^en bna ,dei» ai dX aodw ‘dnanoi© adl nl el jfXia
©codd nX .ddsnaide adl anliiaqral dx/odd’iw ledaw nl 6©alBoe
6Xoa ©IB MX la lo anoidadicil xaem noldldaqffloo nooM lo eYB6
odi;dldedu*4 on dnd ,2ainBn &7 tttqaoot bus yona'i ai/otiBV lobnu
©it/dan lo M10W Xt/liabnov? odd ooalqai noo nam \:d 6©dneval
o
.HiowMXle add boB
1 ^ ©aaq - dX8«30<I A MolddidO - aanoT Mlia lo ^iBsaoXg A .1
aiudOBli/nBM bn© oiudXuO ^nlaliO adl ZJIS .S




THE STORY OF HOSIERY
The stockings (which we wear today) are a
familiar necessity, practical, inexpensive and obtainable
everywhere. Back of them, however, is a story which
began several thousand years ago, when men discovered
they could not fight without protection on their feet.
Something had to be done, and since that time every known
suitable material has been used; every shape has been
fashioned; and still the story goes on.
Hosiery has a world-wide appeal. In different
places in the world it has been a matter of superstition.
of vanity, of economy, and of comfort and health. All
ranks of society have been directly concerned. From time
to time, hosiery knitting has been a matter of amusement,
a household necessity, a patriotic duty, and now an
immense industry.
The human foot and leg are of such an unusual
shape that it is difficult to make the covering fit snugly
and comfortably. Hosiery must cling to the feet and legs
and still it must be elastic. It must be absorbent and
easy to wash. Therefore, search for a suitable material
was necessary. Then there was the question of beauty.
Should the natural shape of the leg be revealed or
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4concealed, and should the covering he ornamental? Men
and women through a long process of evolution, finally
invented enough machinery, thread, etc. to form a perfect
stocking.
Throughout the whole history of costume, people
have tried to combine beauty and necessity. So the human
race labored and suffered to find a suitable covering for
the legs and feet. They have tried almost everything.
Going barefooted has been common for centuries.
Slaves have gone barefooted while their masters and
mistresses lavishly dressed their legs and feet. Since
bare feet were a sign of degradation, the first thing the
darkey did when he became free was to put on shoes and
stockings like his masters.
Children are often seen barefooted during warm
weather particularly in the country and in small towns.
Of course, this practice is not encouraged because the
barefooted child is in constant danger of getting poisoned
and contracting diseases.
Prehistoric men in their first attempts to make
leg coverings used dried skins, bark, grass, and anything
else available. Their feet and legs had to be protected
and had to be kept warm.^
Ancient practices are still followed by the
Eskimos. They wear a one-piece covering made of seal or
1. The Story of Hosiery Taylor, Wesley page 19
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caribou skin called ’Mucklock" - a boot, often neatly
shaped and waterproof. They freeze the "Mucklocks" at
night and in the morning their wives chew them so that
their husbands may use them. Formerly, they stuffed moss
and rabbit skin in these boots to keep warm, but now they
have adopted the manufactured stocking.^
Hosiery came in a little at a time. Long
breeches were worn 8,000 years ago by some of the Northern
Barbarians,^ and there were men, before the fall of Rome,
who used to dress as we do now. About the fourth century
A, D, at Thorsberj, near Denmark, a warrior costume was
found, fairly well preserved, in a bog deposit. It had a
coat, a pair of long trousers with socks, shoes and a
cloak.
^
Breeches had many forms and names. In the
course of centuries, they became divided at the knees; the
upper part of the breeches was called "upper stocks" and
4
the lower part "nether stocks" or stockings. The name
"stockings" survives today, and the breeches or trousers
of today have the same name too as when they were
one-piece loose stockings that went up to the thighs.
Bare legs went completely out of fashion during
the Middle Ages. All stockings were made of cloth,
therefore, they could not have been very comfortable or
1. The Story of Hosiery - Taylor, Wesley - page 20
2. Ibid - page 21
3. Ibid
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sanitary. They were not porous and, consequently, must
have felt damp after being worn a very short time. But
even great ladles and lords had nothing better than cloth
stockings until a brilliant man invented knitting.
We do not know exactly who invented hand
knitting, when it was invented, or in what country, but
we have a few theories. The art must have been perfected
about the time of Columbus somewhere in Western Europe.
In England the word "cnyttan" ?ras mentioned in 149S*^
The word spread and in 1530, Princess Mary, daughter of
Henry the Eighth of England, wrote "I knitt bonnets or
hosen.'*^ By this time, the art of knitting had developed
to such an extent, that it had assumed the aspects of a
business* Men and women all over Europe had heard about
it, and were learning to practice it. In fact, in France
a stocking-knitters guild was formed in 1527.® Since all
guilds had a patron saint, the knitters in this new guild
chose St. Fiacre, a Scottish saint of a thousand years
earlier. There must have been a reason for choosing
St. Fiacre, for tradition says that knitting was invented
in Scotland.^ Whether the people of Scotland did invent
knitting, or not, the first knitted stockings came to
France from Scotland soon after the time of Columbus.
Now let us see what knitting is. An old
Ti History of llachlhe l&ought Hosiery - Eelkln Ifia. - page
2. History of Machine Wrought Hosiery - Felkin - page
3. The Story of Hosiery - Taylor, Wesley - page 24
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German, Beckmann, in his history of inventions, says:
••In the art of weaving, the wool is thrown or
made to pass through the niamerous threads of the warp,
and is retained hy them; hut in knitting there is only one
thread, which is entwined in so ingenious a manner that it
produces a tissue approaching near to cloth, both in its
use and appearance, though it cannot he called cloth,
because it is formed without warp and wool. I will not,
however, quarrel in regard to names; the spider’s web is
produced by only one thread, but in a manner indeed which
differs as much from weaving as it does from knitting.
"There are two methods of knitting, essentially
different from each other; the one employed in making nets,
and the other in making stockings. In the former, the
twine is knotted into meshes by means of a knitting needle;
whereas in the knitting of stockings all the meshes are
produced without knots. Hence it may be readily
comprehended why knit stockings can be so speedily unknit.
"One may easily see also the cause why things i
knit in the same manner as a stocking can be stretched
|
without being torn, like elastic bodies, again contract
j
as soon as the action of the distending force ceases.
"It is scarcely necessary to inform the reader
|
that the warp consists of the longitudinal threads in a
j
woven fabric, which are crossed by the transverse thread
!
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The discovery of knitting instantly solved many
problems in making hosiery. Knitted stockings were soft
and comfortable, and yet durable. They fitted snugly, and
yet would gently stretch with any movement of the leg.
These stockings were absorbent and readily took up the
perspiration. At the same time, they could easily be
washed. They could be made at home with almost no special
equipment. Knitting at once became a craze, a fad and a
nation-wide employment.
In old Germantown, Pennsylvania, hosiery
knitting first began in America.^ Germantown was founded
in 1687 by thirteen families from Crefeld, Prussia, who
belonged to a religious sect known as Mennonites.^
Germantown became the center of the hosiery industry in
America. The first hosiery machinery came in against the
law of England. A mill for making hosiery was started in
Germantown in 1631, by John Button, who came from
Leicestershire, England.^ The first hosiery mill began in
Ipswich in 1822.^
There is romance connected with the invention
of the stocking frame. William Lee, who lived in
Nottinghamshire during the reign of Queen Elizabeth, was
matriculated at Christ’s College, Cambridge, in 1579, and
when he was graduated, he entered St. John’s College.
1. The Story of Hosiery - Taylor, Wesley - page 67
2. Ibid - page 67
3. The Story of Hosiery - Taylor, Wesley - page 69
4. Ibid - page 68
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I In 1589, while a curate at Calverton, he met Cecily Yorke
who learned the art of knitting stockings by hand.
Whenever he went to see her she paid more attention to her
knitting than she did to him and this annoyed him.
Finally his attentions were accepted, and the two were
married secretly. The Dean of Cambridge found them
together and discovered their secret, and expelled Lee
because he had broken one of the rules of the college. The
couple then went to live in Nottingham near
Nottingham Castle. Lee found a few students who needed
tutoring, and so he gave them instruction. Because he was I
so reserved and unfriendly with his students, he was
unsuccessful. This was very discouraging. Next he and
Cecily began a girls* school, which was also a failure.
Cecily then decided to devote her time to knitting
stockings so that they could obtain the necessities of
life. From watching his wife's fingers as she was knitting,
Lee conceived the idea to make something mechanical which
would move as her fingers did. Encouraged by his wife's
interest and enthusiasm, he began to draw plans, to buy a
few tools, and to construct a stocking frame. After
working three years, he finished it and made a pair of
|
stockings. They decided to call them the
"William Lee Hosen."^
He appealed to Queen Elizabeth through
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Lord Hunsden and she replied as follows:
|
”My Lord, i
I have too much love for my poor people who gain
their bread by the employment of knitting to give my money
to forward an invention that will tend to their ruin by




Mr. Lee made a machine that would have made silk stockings
|
I should, I think, have been somewhat justified in granting';
n
him a patent for that monopoly, which would have affected
[I
only a small number of my subjects; but to enjoy the
^
exclusive privilege of making stockings for the whole of
my subjects is too important to be granted to any
individual."^
When Lee found out that the Queen would not i
grant him the patent, but that she might consider it if he
jj
i'
made a silk stocking knitting machine, he proceeded to I,
make one. But it took him nine long years before he was I
able to produce a pair of silk stockings. He sent them to
|i
the Queen, and still she would not grant him a patent.
|
ij
Nevertheless, Lee kept on at his work. He made finer '
machines, nine in all.^
When King James ascended the throne, Lee was no
nearer his ambition. In disgust, he took his machinery .j
and departed to France.
[
King Henry the Fourth was eager to reward him !
1. The Story of the Stocking - Osborne, Owen - page 15 T
2. History of Machine Wrought Hosiery - Felkln, Win. - page 53
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but just as he was about to grant the patent, the King was
assassinated, and Lee, a Protestant, was regarded as a spy
Lee, an unhappy man and a failure, was completely ruined.
He died in Paris three years later of a broken heart.
^
For nearly three years no monument was raised
in his memory, but the incessant rhythmic sound of the
knitting machine was a constant reminder of his greatness.
Lee’s brother, James, took the frames back to
England where Aston, one of Lee’s apprentices, improved
the machine by making it possible to knit finer stockings.
By 1640 the stocking industry was established in
Nottinghamshire.
^
After an invention, it is easy enough to find
newer improvements for it, but it was not until a century
later that any changes were made on the Lee-Aston frame.
In 1745 the tuck presser was invented which made it
possible to detect any imperfection on the face of the
fabric.^ In 1758 the rib stitch was made on the stocking
frame by Jedediah Strutt of Derby.® In 1764,
Ferdinando Shaw invented the needles for making eyelet
holes in the fabric,^ These are probably what we call the
marking stitch. In 1769, Samuel Wise changed the frame to
a rotary frame.® In 1777, Betts invented a rotary frame
in which a needle moves backwards and forwards and also
1. The History of Machine Wrought Hosiery - Felkin, TOn. -
2 . Ibid - page 59
3. The Story of the Stocking - Osborne, Owen - page 19
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upwards*^ In 1799, the first bobbin and carriage for the
production of bobbin nets was invented*^ This invention
was very important to the industry.
In the early years of the nineteenth century :
in England, framework knitters were especially unfortunate.
Frames were standing idle and those who were fortunate
enough to obtain work made only a few shillings a week.
2
It was at this period that Luddism began. Hundreds of
frames were destroyed. As a result, this rioting led to
parliamentary inquiry and discussion. However, in time
conditions improved, and finally returned to normal.
j
It was at this time that the lace-making
machine was invented by Levers and Heathcoat. This trade,
an offspring of the stocking knitting trade, was
prospering while its parent industry was decaying.
However, this invention gave work to many stocking
knitters.
In the nineteenth century the trade of
stocking-making was not carried on as it is now. In the
towns, there were numbers of hosiery warehouses. The
frames were let to ’middlemen” both in the towns and in
the countryside. The warehouses supplied the yarn, and it
was the duty of the ’middlemen’’ to have the stockings made
and take them back to the warehouse. Yet the ’middlemen”
i
'
1. The Story of the Stocking - Osborne, Owen - page 20
t. Luddism Is applied to frame breaking and looting. ^
The History of Machine Wrought Hosiery & Lace
Manufactures - Felkin, Wm. - page 227
3. Ibid - page 237
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were forced to pay the same price for having the stockings
j
||
made as they received from the manufacturer. This
j
practice necessitated the system of frame rents and I
!'
charges. Oftentimes two to four shillings would be
|
I
deducted from the stockinger* s meagre wages to pay for
frame rents, deductions for bad work, etc. Conditions
became a little better but the system of "working to a
warehouse" still exists in the hand-frame stage today.
^
The old stocking maker had compensations; he
was his own master* He worked when he liked and he played
when he liked. He was never hurried, and there never was
the nervous strain irtiich is common at the present time. i
From 1815 to 1838 there were no new inventions
,
I
in connection with the knitting trade, but in 1838, a new
1




In 1838, Coltman, of Leicester, invented a
rotary stocking frame with a "snail wheel" apparatus which
•K
acted as a stop to the thread in the narrowing.
About the same time, Luke Barton, who was
I
perhaps the greatest inventor in the knitting industry of
that period, invented a rotary frame with a horizontal
4
moving needle bar.
With the introduction of the narrowing machine,
|
I
1. The Story of the Stocking - ^"OsBorne",^l)len"^ tfage
2. Ibid
3. Ibid
4* Ibid - page 34
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seyeral fashioned pieces were made at one time* The
stockings which formerly were made on a single frame were
now made In two parts* The leg, usually with the heel, was
made first, and then transferred to another frame so that
the foot of the stocking might be knitted*
In spite of the advance of power machinery, the
lot of the stocking-maker gradually Improved* But
unfortunately for him, from 1880 until the present time,
the hand framework knitters have been diminishing although
there Is still a demand for certain fancy articles which
the hand frames can claim as their own*
’’In 1898 the first full-fashioned hosiery
machines of American manufacture were brought out by the
Textile Machine Works, of Reading, Pa., who have given to
them, during 25 years of evolution, that characteristic
appearance and quality of high grade American machines
|
irtilch result from the American designer’ s careful and
conscientious consideration of form and service*
"Today the United States Is leading the world
in the manufacture of silk hosiery, not only In regard to
production, but also in the quality of the fabric*
Ninety-five per cent of all American made full-fashioned
silk hosiery Is made on textile machines, an undisputable
fact which speaks for itself*"^
1* The Story of the Stocking Osborne, Owen - page 44
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A. Cultivation of the Mulberry Leaf
There are many varieties of silkworms which
adapt themselves to different conditions of climate. All
silkworms in China feed upon the leaves of the mulberry
tree, particularly the white mulberry. The mulberries are
I
grown as shrubs, and a crop of these shrubs is very
|
similar to an American wheat field. !
In the South of China, the mulberry grows as a ll
shrub; in Central China, it grows as a large tree. The I
li
mulberry farmers in the South of China keep the shrub
j
pruned to about five or six feet in height. Each autumn,
!|
the shrubs are cut close to the ground and each spring, l|
new shoots (or suckers as they are called) appear which
grow to that height before the season is past, and,
|
consequently, supply leaves for the worms during the entircl
summer. The farmers are able to raise six or seven crops
|
of worms, one after the other, in close succession during
the spring and summer. The shoots of the pruned shrubs
grow all summer; consequently, the farmer raises as many
crops of worms as he picks crops of leaves.^
|
The farmers in Central China cannot raise more
j:
than two crops of worms a season without danger of l|
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spoiling the mulberry tree for the next year*
Mulberry shrubs are grown in rows about one and
a half to two feet apart, and from seven Inches to one
foot apart In the rows* Although this is much too close
for the best development of the shrubs, the ground is
kept shaded, and the need for cultivation to keep down
weeds and grass is lessened. Twice during the summer the
soil is cultivated to keep the weeds down* After each
cultivation, fertilizer is applied to the soil* There are
approximately 6000 to 10,000 plants to one acre of land*^
In late November or early January, the stems
of the mulberries are cut off close to the ground* The
land is then cultivated between the rows, and mud from the
bottom of fish ponds is placed on the surface as
fertilizer*
In the early part of March, the first hatching
of the silkworms begins* At this time of the year, the
mulberry plants have sprouted and have grown about a foot
high* Under the warm sun, the steady growth of the plants
is forthcoming. The first crop of leaves which may now be
picked is suitable for feeding to the silkworm. If the
weather permits, six or seven crops of leaves may be
picked* A temperate climate is most favorable for the
cultivation of the mulberry shrub*
^
1* Silk and the Silk Industry -> Sohober, Jos* - page 18,19
8* The Sericulture Industry of South China - Howard, C. W,
page 10
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The mulberry leaves must be picked carefully so
that the plant will not be Injured, because any injury
to the mulberry plant reduces next year* s crop of leaves.
Ten or twelve shoots come up from each root. Each shoot
is grasped near the top and the leaves are stripped off
with a quick downward movement so that they are snapped off
and the bark is not torn. All the leaves, with the
exception of three or four at the tip, are picked. Any
yellow or injured leaves are thrown away. Ten or twelve
are placed in a bundle, stems together, and laid in a neat
pile in a deep circular basket. The leaves are piled
around the side of the baskets so as to allow the air to
penetrate and to prevent fermentation, a condition which
would cause disease among the worms. The leaves must be
picked before or after the warm paft of the day, and they
must be dry and shaded when taken to the market, because
moisture and heat causes fermentation.^
Fresh-cut leaves are fed to the young worms,
while the harder leaves are given to the matured worms.
Feeding in this manner produces a better crop of worms.
Occasionally a man grows his own mulberry
leaves to feed his worms. When the leaf supply can be
controlled in this fashion, a good crop of worms can
usually be secured. Unfortimately, the mulberry farmer is
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willlng to sacrifice (luality so that he may put as many
leaves as possible on the market at a minimum cost. The
worm farmer is, of course, at the mercy of the mulberry
farmer*^
|
Another factor sometimes enters here. The
j
I
mulberry farmer may sell his crop of leaves to a middleman
j
who does the picking and marketing of the leaves. He, too,|,
wants to make as big a profit as possible. Oftentimes, he ;
does not know how to pick the leaves, with the result that
still poorer leaves are sold to the worm farmer.
. |
The best season for silkworms is the summer
|
1
time, and that is the period of frequent rains. Therefore
|
the leaves must be bought and stored for use on rainy daysj
I!
Not every farmer has suitable facilities for storing
leaves, and so they deteriorate before they are all used.
The worm farmers usually buy their leaves when prices are
low, and then store them for future use.®
So, as we can see, many problems arise out of
the question of food supply. The farmers cannot afford
to make a change themselves, because they are all living
on a very narrow margin. This system must be changed by
an outside source because the farmers are too ignorant
to do it themselves, and the plan for the change must be I
worked out very carefully and slowly. '
The prices of the leaves fluctuate greatly
Silk - Hooper, L. - page 31
2. The Sericulture Industry of South China - Howard, C. W,
page 11
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by the town or by a single individual. The market master, :
after weighing the leaves, arranges the sale between the
seller and the buyer, charging both parties a small
I
'I
percentage on the deal. The market pays the mulberry
j
li
farmer for the leaves, and the worm farmer may pay cash or
j
obtain credit, the sum to be paid when his next crop of
j
cocoons is sold. I
If the payment is not made at the agreed time,
j!
then the privilege of buying on that market is denied the '
ij
worm farmer. If there has been a failure in the crop of
j
cocoons, the farmer is often driven to extremes to pay his
!
debt at the leaf market.
This brings us to the process of rearing and
feeding the silkworms, an art requiring so much individual
|
attention that it can be successfully carried out only i
;!
where there are dense populations who are content to give ii
j|
long wearisome hours for a meagre return. No person who
has not personally taken part in the care of silkworms can
realize the care and constant attention which must be given
Ij
to them during every hour of the night and day, if they 'j
are to reach maturity and spin strong cocoons. Slight
j
changes in humidity, in temperature, or in the condition
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B, The Hatching and Feeding of the Silkworm
The next step is to describe the life of the
worms in the home of the farmer who is rearing them for thej
cocoons.
I
If the farmer has not a special room for feeding
silkworms, then he partitions off a small space in i^ich
|
the temperature can be controlled. The majority of the I
farmers* homes are small huts, with mud floors, mud walls, '
and grass thatched-roofs. The huts may be divided into two!
or three rooms or left as one large room. If the hut is I
divided into three rooms, the central room is a general
living room, a second room may be a bedroom, while the
third will be for the silkworms. There is no definite
j
arrangement, and silkworm baskets or racks may be found in
every room. The lack of windows is the most noticeable
feature of these homes. Usually not more than one or two
small panes of glass are installed, and these are often
covered with paper so that the only light which enters the
house is through the open door.^
The cycle of the life of the silkworm is as
follows: The moth lays the eggs which hatch to silkworms.
The silkworms, when full grown, spin the silk around i
themselves forming cocoons, and the worm changes into a
chrysalis. It cuts through the cocoon and emerges as a
o
moth to lay eggs again .
1. The Sericulture Industry of South China - Howard, C. W.
pages 17-18
2. A Glossary of Silk Terms - Chlttick, James, and
Posselt, E. A. - page 5
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Sllkworra eggs are about the size of the head of
a small pin. They are yellow at first, but within a few
1 I'days, they change their color to gray,
|
!l
At egg laying time, the silkworm moths are !
i'
placed on sheets of paper. The moths place the eggs in anf
ii
even layer gumming them tightly to the paper as they are
laid. The farmer then places the sheet of eggs in a clean
basket in the rearing room. The door is tightly closed,
and the windows are covered with thick paper to keep out
all light. Fires are kept burning so that a temperature
of 80° F, or above may be maintained. By the eighth,
ninth, or tenth day the eggs will turn green with a dark
spot on one side, A day or two after this the worms will
hatch usually between four and nine o* clock in the
2
morning.
The newly emerged worms are so small that the
Chinese call them ’’ants’* because they remind one of the
small black ants often seen in their houses. The ’’ants”
I'
are left on the egg papers until the afternoon. Then
j
fresh soft-shredded mulberry leaves are sprinkled over the
|!
papers. The little worms or ”ants”, whose jaws are too
weak to chew the leaves, suck the Juices from the freshly
cut edges. As soon as the worms are on the bits of leaves^
they are shaken onto a clean sheet of paper in another
I
I
basket and swept up with a large goose feather into a
|
1* A Glossary of Silk Terms - Chittick, James, and
Posselt, E. A. - page 5
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compact rounded mass. The goose feather is used to avoid
crushing them#^
The following day the next hatching of
:t
I
silkworms is removed from the egg paper in the same way.
I In order to secure a strong crop of worms, each day’s
hatching is kept entirely separate.
During the two or three days following the time
I
of hatching, the young worms must be fed shredded
i mulberry leaves every two hours. At the end of this time
the worms, with the front part of their bodies raised in
i
the air, stop eating and grow slightly lighter in color.
1
For 24 hours the worms remain "asleep" as it is called.
During this sleep the worm molts; it sheds its old skin
I
for a new one. Before the new skin hardens, it expands f
so as to allow for the growth of the worm. After a brief
rest the worm begins to eat again and continues to do so
for one to one and a half days when a second "sleep" of
24 hours is passed. This "sleep" again ends with the worm
I
shedding its old skin. This molting is followed by a
I
!
third and fourth feeding of two to three days, and a fifth :
1
feeding of from four to five days with a "sleep" of
|




! During this time, the worms are fed mulberry
!
;! leaves with scrupulous care. The silkworm needs constant
j
1 1. SILK Its Origin, Culture and Manufacture -
Corticelll Silk Mills - pages 11, 12
;
2. The Story of Silk & Cheney Silks - Manchester, H. H. ^
I
pages 9, 10, 11 :
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care, because it only eats the edges of the leaves on
which it is placed, and it thrives best in warm, dry,
clean quarters* If the worm is healthy, it will grow to I;
about three and a half inches in length. The worm stops
eating when it is fullgrown, and it begins to get
restless* Its skin turns into a semi-transparent flesh i
color which indicates that it is seeking a place to form
its cocoon* When it finds a convenient spot, it emits
from two small openings on either side of its jaw the
fibroin, a thick gummy liquid* When the air reaches this
liquid, it hardens, and forms a thread* By a waving
motion of its head, and a slow circular motion of its
body, the worm gradually twists the thread around its
body forming the cocoon* It takes the worm about four
days to complete the cocoon* When the cocoon is once
started, it is seldom broken off until the supply of
fibroin is gone. When the cocoon is finished, the double
thread measures from 500 to 1300 yards long* This thread
consists of an outside protective covering of gum known
as sericin* The remainder of the thread is the real silk
fibre, and is called fibroin* There are two kinds of
cocoons, white and yellow* The yellow cocoons have a
higher percentage of gum or sericin, and the coloring
matter in this gum causes silk fiber to appear yellow*
After the gum is boiled off, the silk from the yellow
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cocoon is just as white as the silk from the white cocoon* i
I,
If the moth breaks through the cocoon, the silk
I
threads are useless* The cocoons are usually steamed in
hot water, or baked, to kill the chrysalis and thereby
prevent it from breaking through the cocoon* After the |





Of course, a definite amount of cocoons is set
j
aside for breeding purposes*
j
ll
(a Glossary of Silk Terms - Chittick & Posselt - pp* 5
(The Story of Silk & Cheney Silks - Manchester, H* H»
page 11
SILK Its Origin, Culture, and Manufacture -
Cortioeili Silk Mills - Page 21
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C. Reeling the Silk from the Cocoons
Reeling the silk from the cocoons is not often
done in the United States, because most of the raw material
which is imported comes reeled, all ready for the
manufacturer.
After the cocoons have been properly "stoved",^
they are brushed so as to remove all the outside loose silk
which is useless. When this waste silk, as it is called,
has been removed, the cocoons are again brushed gently
until each cocoon shows but one thread. The cocoons are
now immersed in a basin of hot water to soften the
sericin^ which holds the threads together.
A single cocoon strand is too fine to use
commercially, so it is necessary to twist several together
to form a strong thread. The strands from at least three
cocoons may be Joined, but the size which is used
extensively in this country is reeled from six or seven
rz
cocoons and is known as 13/15 denlers.
The cocoons, while being reeled, are floated in
a basin of very hot water. The threads from six or more
cocoons depending on the size of the thread of raw silk
desired, are Joined together. They are passed through a
glass button a few inches above the surface of the
water, and then finally onto the reel. If the cocoons are
II
__
ill. ’’Stoving" is the process in which the cocoons are T
exposed to a heat sufficient to kill the chrysalides '
within. A Glossary of Silk Terms-Cheney Bros. - page 7
2. Serlcln - gum
3. A denier is a unit of weight for silk yarns.
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of good quality, they should unwind without breaking* The
silkworms wind the thread at the time of making the
oocoon In a figure 8 fashion so that no one part of the
thread can entangle any other part. Diseased worms spin
very Irregular threads which are continually breaking and
make It necessary for the worker to stop the reel and tie
the broken threads.
When a cocoon Is unwound, the reeler takes the
thread from a fresh cocoon, and with thumb and forefinger,
dexterously twists Its end around the running thread. If
several cocoons become exhausted at once, and fresh ones
are not put In Immediately, then thin spots result In
the thread, which will break when the silk Is put on the
high power spinning machines. Constant watching Is
necessary. If the water In the basins Is not the right
temperature, the winding Is Irregular; If the water Is not
changed frequently. It becomes dirty, and dirt and broken
bits of silk stick to the thread and cause defects.^
After the thread Is wound on a reel. It Is
made Into skeins, and In this shape, It Is the raw silk
of commerce. This process Is known as rereellng. The
skeins of silk are now weighed, twisted, and packed Into
bundles of 30 skeins, called a "book". Ten "books",
cloth wrapped, make a bale. In this form the silk Is
received by the manufacturers.
(The Story of Silk & Cheney Silks - Mahchestw -
(SILK Its Origin, Culture and page 13
Manufacture - Cortlcelll Silk Mllls-pages 27
.|
2. SILK Its Origin, Culture and Manufacture -
Cortlcelll Silk Mills - page 29
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to the methods of manufacture, are seamless, full-fashioned|,
1
and an inferior grade termed ’’cut" hosiery. This latter
type is cut out from a specially-knitted fabric or from !
portions of material spoiled in manufacturing other productla
I
such as silk underwear, night gowns, etc. An insignificant!
1
ipercentage of this type of hose is manufactured.
Seamless hosiery is knit on a circular type of
^
machine and is shaped like a tube or a hose. Although ten-
sion devices are used to narrow seamless hosiery at the
|
ankle, these stockings are exactly the same size at the
j
I
ankle as at the top. As soon as the knitting is complete,
I
the stockings are placed, while damp, upon heated leg-shaped
i
boards. The stockings are stretched or pressed into shape,
(
but after they have been worn and have been washed two or
three times, they return to their original tubular shape. ^ i
Full-fashioned hosiery, on the other hand, is
!
knitted to the shape of the leg and foot. It is knitted in||
a flat piece and is shaped by the addition or dropping of
j
stitches were required. "To narrow the fabric, the loop ;i
carried by one needle is transferred (by automatic machine i
action) to the needle next to it toward the center. This
is done simultaneously on each side of the stocking, so
i
1. The Full-Fashioned Hosiery Worker - Taylor, G. W.
page 184
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that the finished article will show, along either'side. •
•
what appears to be larger stitches,"^ but which are caused
by placing two stitches on one needle.
Before the stockings are manufactured the raw
silk must go through a process known as spinning, or **throw^
ing** as it is sometimes called. The expression "throwing”
comes from the Anglo-Saxon verb "thrawan" meaning to twist.
^
Since the raw silk threads are composed of parallel cocoon
filaments, they would stick together and snarl if they were
dyed in that state. Therefore, the silk skein must be
twisted or "thrown" to prepare them for dyeing.
The first process of "throwing" is to soak the
skeins of raw silk in a solution of soap or oils in order
to soften the gum or sericin, to protect it while working
on it, and also to make it easier to wind. When the gum is
softened, the silk is prepared for winding. Each skein is
combed by hand while it is still damp, hung across poles
in a steam heated room, dried, and then it is ready for wind-
ing. The skeins are put on reels or "swifts" and are wound
from these on to bobbins (iron spools). When a thread
breaks, a girl finds it through the use of the touch method.
The thread is so fine, it is almost impossible to find it
by the use of the sight method. There are 200 yards of silk
wound on a spool.
Next the bobbins filled with silk are placed on
1. U. S. Tariff Commi s sron
,
Tarrrr~rnfo^riaat ion Purveys
Cotton Knit Goods page 7
2. A Glossary of Silk Terms - Chittick & Posselt - page 9
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"doubling frames," Any number of threads may be doubled, ii
il
two, four, six, eight, ten, etc. If two ends are doubled,
two spools of silk are put on the machine. If more than
|
two ends are desired, the number of spools put on the machjjjne
is the same as the nimiber of ends wanted to be doubled.
|
By doubling of the ends, I do not mean twisting^




The spools of parallel silk are then taken from
i
the doubling machine and are put on the spinning machine. |l
The silk is twisted on a flyer, which is on top of the bob*|
bin, and it is drawn upward onto another bobbin.
i!
J L “ ii
il
The flyer spins the threads, brought together by the doubling
I
process, into one thread.
;!
I
It is possible to have as many twists to the inch
as are desired by simply regulating the tension on the geaijfs.
After the threads are twisted, the silk is put qn
the cones, and it is now ready to be used in the knitting
of the stocking.
There are two methods for manufacturing full-
fashioned hosiery. The stockings of the first method are i
j,
known as Gum Silk Hosiery, and the stockings of the second'
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A, Gum Silk Hosiery
Gum silk hosiery is that hosiery which is manu-
factured and then dyed to the desired shade. The treatment
of the silk skeins for both, ingrain and gum silk hosiery is
the same up to the spinning of the silk.
When the cones of silk are received in the knit-
ting department, they are treated with an emulsion of soap
and water.
The knitting of a complete stocking requires two
I
types of flat-knit machines; a "legger" and a "footer." The
use of two machines is necessary because of the great dif-
ferences in length, width, and number of narrowing operations
in the leg and foot. On the "legger", the damp silk thread
is drawn from the cones which are mounted on the rear of the
machine to hundreds of steel needles upon which the loops
are formed. The garter welt, leg, and heel tabs are knit
in one piece on this machine. The leg is made uniform in
width down to the calf whore narrowings are performed by
the dropping of the needles. Through the dropping of the
needles, the stockings are knit to the actual shape of the
leg.
The stocking leg is inspected for flaws and then
transferred to the "footer" machine. Each loop of the leg
portion is placed on a needle on the "footer", and then the
knitting of the stocking is completed. This machine is
==«pera^ed on the same principle as the "legger" machine.
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INeedles are dropped so the foot of the stocking may be knit
lito fit exactly.
When the stocking is taken from the ’’footer**
I
ijaachine, it is sent to the "looping” department. Here the
iiflat-knit stocking is folded to the form of the leg and the
I:
i^eel and toe are fastened together. In "looping" the two
r
extreme rows of loops at the heel and toe are joined to-
gether without making a seam. The purpose of "looping" is !
to eliminate a bulky, uncomfortable seam. The joining of i
the remaining part is done by seaming on a high-powered sew-(
I
!'
|lng machine. The stocking is now complete, but before it
!can be sold, it must be inspected, washed, dyed, and boarded.
!
ij
Each knitting machine has several sections in
,
^hich the stockings are knit simultaneously, one to a sectiojn
Usually the "legger" section is fourteen inches wide, and thje
'^footer" section is ten inches wide. The "legger" is con-
structed of 18, 20, or 24 sections, while the "footer" may
1
i^ave as many as 28 or 30 sections. i
Since it takes three times as long to knit the
leg as it does to knit the foot, a balance of production is
;
secured by operating three "leggers" to one "footer."
The fineness of hosiery is determined by the
number of needles used in the manufacture. The more needlefl
; 1
used, the finer the stocking. Obviously, 30 needles to the
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than a machine having 26 needles to the inch. The number
of needles used in the manufacture of the stocking is indi*)’
cated by the term ’’gauge." The gauge number represents thd
number of needles used to the inch and a half on the needld
bar. For example, a 42-gauge machine would have 28 needlef
to the inch; a 39-gauge machine would have 26 needles to
the inch etc. A horizontal row of loops in the stocking
is termed a "course" while a vertical row is called a "wal^i
As the gauge becomes finer, that is as more
needles to the inch are added, the use of finer silk is
necessary. The fineness of the silk is determined by the
number of cocoon threads twisted together in the preliminail
winding process. If a two-, three-, or four-strand silk
thread is used, the resultant product will be closely knit
and very light in weight.
The finished stockings are sent to the inspection
department where a trained employee watches for the minuteit
flaws. The stockings are stretched on an expansive form s(j
that the weak threads will break.
The stockings are then sent to the dye house
where they are received in bags or nets containing a few
dozen pairs each. The first preparation before dyeing is
the "boiling-off" or "degumming." When the sericin is re-
moved, the stockings weigh about 25 per cent. less. The
bags or nets are put into large rotary machines, resembling
1. Significant Post-War Changes in Full-Fashioned Hosiery
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washing machines, which have a capacity of about fifty
dozen pairs of stockings. The dyestuffs which are care-
fully prepared by the chemists are added.
After dyeing, each batch of hosiery is placed
in a circular container known as a hydro-extractor,^ which
removes the excess moisture, leaving the hosiery partially
dry. When the stockings are removed from the extractor,
they are sent to the boarding room. Here the stockings
are put on metallic forms of the proper size and shape of
the stockings. These forms are hollow and are heated by
steam, and they not only dry the stockings but also iron
them smoothly.
The stockings are again examined for defects,
matched into pairs, and packed in boxes for shipment. AboAt
four weeks are required to finish a pair of stockings; th:
covers the period from the first knitting to the final ship-
ment.
B. Ingrain Hosiery or Skein-Dyed Hosiery
The cones of silk, after they come from the
spinning department, are rewound into skeins and then dyed,
The skeins, like the gum silk stockings, are boiled with
soap and water to remove any remaining sericin that is in
them, and also to give them a more lustrous appearance.
The skeins are now placed in the dye vats and the dyestuff
i
are added. Before the dyestuff solution comes in contact
1. The Neumode (Pamphlet issued by the Neumode Hosiery
Shop, Laconia, N. H. - Feb. 1933)
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with the silk skeins, it is put through a strainer so as
to prevent any coarse particles from getting into the silk.
The skeins are left in the dye vats about one hour and a
quarter. A skein is then taken out to see how near the
resulting color is to the desired shade. If the skein is
not the desired shade, limited quantities of dyestuffs are
added until it is obtained. After the skeins have been
dyed to the correct shade, they are taken out of the vats,
sent to the cone winding department to be wound on cones,
and then sent to the knitter to be manufactured into stock-
ings.
The method for knitting ingrain hosiery is the
same as that for gum silk hosiery with the exception, of
course, that the hose are not dyed again after they are
knitted.
The following chart, I think, will help to il-
lustrate the steps in the manufacture of gum silk and in-
grain hosiery.
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Gum Silk Hosiery Ingrain Hosiery
1. Cone winding 1. Reeling thrown silk into
skeins
S. Knitting 2. Degumming andl Dyeing
a. Leg 3. Skein winding
b. Foot 4. Cone winding
3, Joining 5. Knitting
4. Seaming a. leg
5. Examining b. Foot
6. Degumming and Dyeing 6. Joining or Looping
7, Boarding 7. Seaming
8. Inspecting 8. Examining
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Rayon, which is sometimes called artificial silk
s a chemical product. It is made from wood or cotton fibre
hich has been reduced by chemical treatment to a thick sub-
tance. The substance, which is known as cellulose, is forc(>
hrough a very small opening or hole, hardened, and formed
nto a thread. Several of these threads are twisted to form
[he thread that is used in the knitting of the stocking,
ayon is used for full-fashioned hosiery as well as for
jeamless hosiery.^
The fibre has a higher lustre than pure silk,
|ut it lacks the wearing qualities. When it is wet, it has
jpactically no strength at all.
If artificial silk can be made as strong and as
Lastic as real silk, it will be used more as time goes on.
1. The Story of the Stocking - Osborne, Owen - page 48
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HOSIERY CONTROL SYS'TEMS
A great deal of control work has been done in
Hosiery Departments with worthwhile results.
Before deciding on a system to use in a Hosieri
Department, one must carefully go over the merchandising pqjl-
icy one intends to follow. It is necessary to get a well--
defined picture of what one intends to do, what one intends
to accomplish, and how it is going to be accomplished. It
is necessary to set up definite demand numbers before any
buying can be done. Records should be kept to bring out
the sales and stock conditions as they exist.
It is necessary to study the layout and the
possible arrangements in the department. The stock should
be arranged so that all stock of one price may be kept to-
gether in one section,
i.e. All $1.95 stockings in one section.
All $1.65 stockings in another section, etc.
The stock should then be subdivided according to the qualify
of the stockings.
i.e. Chiffons, semi-chiffons, service weight,
semi-service weight, etc.
These stocks should be arranged alphabetically by colors
and then by sizes. It is easier to keep the stockings in
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to put their stockings in plainer and more attractively
|




BASIC STOCK PLANS i
I
System #1 — Basic stock , with Automatic Reorder Flan . i
In the beginning, this method is likely to be
|!
expensive, but as time goes on, it will prove most benefi-
cial.
;
If the stocking is a good seller, a reserve of
j
one month’s supply is sufficient. If reorders are not
|
filled promptly, the stock would have to be increased ac-
|
cordingly, and the cooperation of the manufacturer would
have to be secured.
The basic stock is first arranged by manufac- '
turer’ s brands, style numbers, colors, and sizes. An
|




quantity of each style, color, and size is ordered so as
to meet the demand of the customer.
An ’’out tag,'’ showing the manufacturer’s name,
style number, color, and size, is placed on the bottom
||
pair of hose in each box.
!
OUT TAG I
Mfr. djotham Style 506
Color Sand Size 9^
I
When the last pair of hose is sold, the ’’out tag” is sent
I
to the stock room, and a reserve box is sent to the depart*-
L iTi-fo-riTtn-fel ow ftnntftinfid QTi thft back of
I 1. Standardization of Hosiery Box Dimensions - U. S.
|
I
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tag" (date of reorder, and date of receipt of goods) shows
how long it takes to get the goods, and by the number of
reorders, how fast a particular size and color is moving.
If reorders occur too often, or if the hose is not a good
seller, the basic stock should be changed accordingly.
"Out tags" of different colors may be used for stockings
of various colors and sizes of which only one or two boxes
are carried in stock. The "out tag" should be placed
between the second and third pair of stockings so that it
will serve as a warning to the salesgirl to reorder im-
mediately.
At the end of the month, a stock inventory may
be taken of both the counter stock and the reserve stock so
as to check the quantity on hand. It is well to summarize
reorders regularly so as to check sales tendencies and to
check the stock. The summaries will reveal information
about the stock which must be checked very carefully, par-
ticularly before the spring and the fall season. The stock
control clerk should bring to the buyer’s attention any un-
usual condition that may appear. The maintenance of the
model stock must be assured.
System #2 -- With use of drawers in Department
This system makes it necessary for the clerk
who is responsible for the stock to check it at regular
Intervals. One method is to use a requisition similar to
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an ordinary sizing sheet. For example, a requisition for
one means one box of three pairs. Each morning the clerk
examines her stock and then she orders special sizes in
any color of which she has less than two pairs. The order
Is sent to the clerk in the stock room and it is filled
immediately. The stock clerk keeps the requisition or
order until the end of the day. He fills any open items
with goods that are received during the day. At the end ol
the day, the buyer receives the slip, and then makes a
note of the items that were not filled. If they are not
on order, they are ordered immediately. If anything is
needed during the day, the salesgirl calls the stock room
and asks for it.
System #5 — Tickler Method of Control
A tickler file is used as a basis for reorder-
ing. Each day the stock clerk or buyer refers to the file
in order to find out what has to be reordered.
This system requires no special marking of
tickets, or a daily listing of sales, and it is usually
handled by the salesgirl in the department.
One disadvantage of this system is that complex
information is filed only at the time the inventory is
taken, and, therefore, it must be carefully followed up
to see that stock is retaken regularly. The model stock
is only a guide and the buyer must still depend on the
e
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customer* s demand for quick reordering.
It is advisable, under a tickler system, to set
definite dates for taking inventory.
System £4 — Double Stub Control
A Double Stub Control system has the advantage
of daily up-to-date information because as each pair of
stockings is sold, a ticket is filed. The disadvantage in
using this system is that it involves extra expense and
labor putting on the double ticket.
System #5 — Clerk Tally
I
1
The Clerk Tally system is usually used in i
departments when hosiery is sold by the lot or on bargain !
I
tables. The salesgirl’s tally is used as a basis to secure!
I
the necessary reordering information. ’’Want Books” are
often used by the salesgirl to list needed items.
Of course, it is the duty of each salesperson to bring to
the attention of the buyer any stock that is low or any
stock that is slow moving.
"
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VI
BUYING AND SELLING OF HOSIERY
i. Values a customer looks for in buying hosiery:
1. Beauty
2. Style or fashion
3. Comfort and fit
4. Durability and serviceability
5 . Trade name
The following questions reveal what the custome]'
is interested in:
1. What is the popular color this season? (beauty)
2. Is this what they are wearing? (style or fashion)
3. Do these stockings run large? Or what size had
I better take? (comfort and fit)
4. Are these guaranteed? Will these stockings fade?
(durability and serviceability)
5. Do you carry Gotham hose? (trade name)
A customer also shows her interest and reveals
what values she is interested in by the comments she makes
when examining the hosiery. When the customer makes these
comments, the salesgirl has an opportunity to study her.
She should show her goods effectively and skillfully so as
to satisfy the customer’s wants. This will enable the
salesgirl to give expert service and to satisfy the custome:*.
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Study the materials; notice the different kinds
of fabric used; the different ways hosiery is
made; and also study the different styles, work4
manship and trimming.
|
Collect information about the merchandise
Learn what is necessary to know in order to ex-
plain the differences in hosiery, or to account
for certain values to the customer. Learn the
character of the different fibers; the various '
processes which affect the appearance and serv-
iceability of the full-fashioned hose; know the!
styles carried and the distinctive features of
j
each. !
This information may be found by reading
i
text books, merchandise manuals, and trade
li
publications on hosiery. Much practical and
valuable information may be obtained from the
buyers and older salespeople.
||
3 . Listen attentively to the customer’s questions and i
comments
Suggestions made by one customer may be used
i
effectively in selling to another customer.
j
When a customer does not indicate what
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values she is interested in, it is a good plan to point ou1
or describe some particular feature of the hosiery so as tc
arouse her interest,
i.e. Any device to keep stockings from running,
or wearing at the heels.
It is not necessary to give all the informatioi|
one knows when selling hosiery, but the following should
be given:
1, Information to explain values.
2, Information directly connected with the particula]'
value you are trying to show,
3, Information the customer is interested in.
The fact that one has this information will
help one to Judge values, to see values, and call them to
the customer’s attention.
C, How to satisfy the customer’s needs and desires:
1, Find out what the customer’s needs are, what
special qualities she is looking for, what her
likes and dislikes are, and then show her hosiery
that will meet her requirements. If she complainr
about the hose being too short, she should be tol(
that hosiery is made in 31”, 32”, and 33” lengths,
Show her the three pairs and let her choose the
pair which meets her requirements,
2. Show merchandise that interests the customer and
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and explain why one item meets her needs better
than another.
Semi-chiffon hose are more suitable for a
woman who is on her feet all day. They are




3. Answer all her questions about the merchandise.
I
When a customer makes a purchase, she must feel j,
she is exchanging her money for certain qualities or serv- |j
i'
ices in the merchandise which will give her satisfaction.
|
In order to have value, every piece of merchandise must sat«f
Isfy a want, and must have a use. A pair of stockings which
might furnish comfort to one customer might be undesirable >
to another. For example, one customer may buy for beauty,
I
I
another for durability, warmth, comfort, make, color, etc.
j
I
i.e. Two- thread chiffon stockings. These stockings
|
I
are the best-looking, the most expensive, and
yet the poorest for wearing quality.





i.e. Heavy service weight stockings. In the summer
j
these stockings are, as the name suggest, heavy.
^
I
They are warm, but yet they give excellent wear.
f
I
Another customer may be especially anxious to have a cer-
^
tain make which she has found especially comfortable or
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i.e. Gotham Hosiery, Ipswich Hosiery, etc.
|
The color may be the most important value to another. i
i.e. Sunbeige stockings to match her new outfit.
It is a general rule that customers are usually!
not satisfied with hosiery unless they get more than one
value. i
i.e. Gunmetal stockings, fast color, chiffon, size 9|||,
narrow heel, picot top, full-fashioned, etc.
The majority of customers are interested in
price more than any other one thing. The price limit varie
with the amount of satisfaction the customers think they
will receive from the article. Some customers will pay morle
for hosiery when they think the additional cost will add
more to their satisfaction than the hosiery of the price
they planned on. The expensive hosiery may not wear better
than the inexpensive, but the customer may like the looks
of it and would, therefore, be satisfied with her purchase
of the expensive hose. The saleswoman must guide herself
accordingly and explain why the more expensive merchandise
will give greater satisfaction. Chiffon hose is made in
5, 4, 3, 2 threads. It Is obvious that the 2-thread chiffon
Is the sheerest, the most difficult to make, and consequent^Ly,
the most expensive.^
More expensive hose should not be forced upon
1. The Neumode (Pamphlet issued by the Neumode Hosiery
Shop - Laconia, N. H. - September 1932)
2. Ibid - October, 1932
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a customer who demands a low-price limit, regardless of
what values the high-priced articles may furnish. It is
absolutely necessary to recognize this point; therefore,
the salesgirl must know what values the low-priced stocking
offer. It is better to tell the customer she is getting
a good value for the price she is paying, than to force
the higher-priced article on her and lose her trade. On
the other hand, if a customer is considering hosiery that
will wear well, it is better to advise her to spend a few
cents more, because the higher-priced stockings will wear
longer, will give better service and, consequently, will b^
an economy in the end.
I
Salesgirls must be able to explain why one pail




D. Selling and talking points; i
Selling points are facts about hosiery that I
make it desirable to the customer.
j
i.e. Information about values.
I
If a customer is primarily interested in ap-
pearance, points about the durability and serviceability
i
make the merchandise all the more attractive to her
I
The strength and beauty of silk depend partly
|
on the quality of the silk fiber used.^ i^en the fibers
are separated before being spun, the long ones are used
for Ihe best skeins. and the short Irregular onas "are"1ptrt “
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aside for cheaper skeins.^ The price of the stockings
reveals the difference.
The weight of the fiber used in the manufacture
of silk determines its warmth.
Silk stockings should be rinsed in luke warm
soapy water. ^ Precautions about laundering should be
brought to the customer* s attention if washing directions
are not on the stocking.
Points to observe in considering the quality of any
silk product.
1. Pure-dye and weighted silk
A pure-dye silk feels light, soft, and supple;
a weighted silk is heavier, stiffer, and less
yielding.^ Weighted silk does not wear as well
as pure-dye silk because it has been treated
with chemicals which tend to cut and split the
|
threads. Cheap silks are also treated with
chemicals and salts to make them heavier so that
manufacturers may get higher prices for them.
2. .Spun or reeled silk
Reeled silk is taken from the cocoon before the
4
moth gets out to break the fiber.- If the moth
escapes from the cocoon, the fiber is broken and
the silk has to be carded, combed, and spun into
yarn. Silk obtained in this way is called spun
silk 00 Qc to dlatingui sh
1. Silk and the Silk Industry - Schoier, Joseph - p. 25
2. The Story of a Pair of Silk Stockings - Fred, T.W.-P.40
3. IBID - pages 46, 47
4. Ibid - page 16
5. IBID - page 48
9i‘
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Spun silk is not so handsome, durable, and
lustrous as reeled silk and, of course, stockings
made from spun silk are cheaper.
3. -Thread silk
The silk used in making the hose is the same as
the silk used in making thread.^ This is sup-
j
i|





4. Milanese - Tricot ij
l|
The words Milanese and Tricot indicate quality,
'j
or better, the style of the weave. 2 Special !|
ij
marks are sometimes used to denote this quality.;
The silk used has a direct bearing on the quall||ty
of the hose because it determines whether it will be fine
or coarse, light-weight or heavy, smooth or rough. It
also affects the elasticity and clearness of the product.
Hosiery Terms
The terms which one should be familiar with
I
are carded yarns, combed yarns, french spun, hard twist,
soft twist, two-ply, eight strand, and ingrain. In order
j
to know these terms one must know a little about the way
I
silk yarn is spun. A salesgirl will not be able to answer I
her customer’s questions intelligently if she does not knoif!
j
something about the way silk is spun. '




The Story of a Pair of Silk Stockings - Fred, T.W.-p. 48
Hosiery, Knit Underwear and Gloves - Natalie Kneeland-p. 25
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of the cocoon through which the moth has broken, combing
j|
them into a thin layer, and then winding them into a loose
strand which is later spun into yarn.^ The more carefully
the work is done, the more beautiful the finished product
will be.
Combing The fibers are combed out leaving the
longer ones of even length to be made into silk yarn.^
Manufacturers often say their hosiery is made from high-
grade combed yarns.
Spinning Spinning consists of drawing out a
reel of carded or combed fibers until the diameters become
sufficiently small to be made into thread. The strand is
then twisted and wound on the spindle.
Hard twist yarns Yarns are twisted tightly
which makes them feel smooth and hard.
Soft twist yarns Yarns are twisted loosely
together which makes them soft and fuzzy.
Two ply or two- thread yarns Two threads were
used in spinning the yarn.
Eight strand Eight strand simply indicates th(
number of strands used in making the silk yarn. The more
strands used, the stronger the silk yarn.
Ingrain Skein dyeing is called ingrain,^
This method makes the yarn keep its color longer because
the dye penetrates to the innermost parts of the silk.
Silk and the Silk Industry-Schober
,
Joseph - page 64
2. Ibid - pages 64 - 68
3, The Story of a Pair of Silk Stockings-Fred, T, w. p. 4<i
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It is very oomnon today for the manufacturer to
make his product first and then dye it after he finds out
what the latest colors are. This process is called piece-
dying, dip-dyeing, or gum silk dyeing.
Points to remember in justifying high-priced goods.
1. Style — New styles always cost more than
styles that have been on the market for some time.
2. Demand and Supply — When the demand is
greater than the supply, the price is increased. Often-
times a customer will want a pair of stockings in which the
supply is limited because it will be more exclusive than
the staple goods.
3. Change of fashion — New styles demand
new machines; new machines mean higher costs, and higher
costs mean higher prices.
4. Exclusiveness of style — This point is
really covered in #2. Customers are willing to pay the
price for hosiery when there are only a few pairs made in
each style.
5. equality of material — Ingrain hosiery
of thread silk and pure dye is the most expensive made.
Ike yarns which are most carefully inspected are used in
the best hose, and are, therefore, most expensive. Stock-
ings made of carefully inspected yarns have a clear surface)
and they do not have the specks and clouded spots that are
-
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present in the less expensive hose* In the most expensive
stockings, the customer is paying primarily for appearance
and beauty«
6* Workmanship — Skilled labor employed to
uke hosiery increases its cost* yull~fashioned hose is
the most expensive, because the greatest care must be used
in shaping the hose*
7. Special features — Many manufacturers use
special features which they feel make their goods superior*
Clocking, embroidery, and openwork effects are features in
hosiery which make it more expensive*
Features which every salesgirl should know about the
hosiery in her department*
1* Sizes carried*
2* Materials used in the manufact\iring of the
hosiery*
3* The way the hose is made*
4* Special features which help to explain
values*
If a customer is in doubt about the size hose
she wears, the salesgirl may measure the foot of the stock-
ing over the fleshy part of the customer* s closed hand* ;
If the foot goes around and the ends meet easily, the size
is all right*
Hosiery is described according to the materials
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sed, such as union or plated hose, and according to the way
I
hey are made, such as, seamless tubular, full-fashioned, !
r glove sillC0
Union or plated hose is made of two kinds of ’
farn, one on the surface and the other or the inside of the '
lose**^ For example, silk plated hose would have silk on th€(
outside and linen on the inside.
Seamless tubular hose — The stockings are
ihaped by cutting the knit goods to the proper length, and
j
hen stretching these lengths on the stocking boards. SeamJ
ess hose cost the least to make and are the cheapest. They
e more comfortable to persons who are annoyed by stocking
i
earns, but they lose their shape when they are washed.
Full-fashioned hose -- The stocking is shaped ii
in a knitting machine by the dropping or adding of stitchesj
stitches are added or dropped according to the propor-
ions of the foot at the ankle, at the heel, and at the toe.
1-fashioned hose may be distinguished by the narrowing
|
larks on the back of the hose. '
Glove silk hose — Glove silk hose are made of
1 woven fabric cut out by a special pattern and then seamed
ip.
Three kinds of feet in hosiery. ^
1. The seamless foot.
2. The foot with the seam on the sole.
L. The Story of a Pair of Silk Stockings, T. Walter Fred 1
p. 46
i. Hosiery, Knit Underweeir and Gloves, Natalie Kneeland
p. 40
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3* The English foot, or the foot i^ich has
the seams on the sides rather than on the
sole.
Factors which affect the wearing quality of the
stockings.
1
1. The kind and quality of the fiber used.
2. The reenforcements.
|
3. The fit. ^
The different qualities of the fiber have al- i
ready been described so I shall not go into further detail
ibout them.
|
Stockings are reenforced at the heel, at the i
!
oe, and at the top. Customers Interested In quality or a i
•ll-wearlng stocking should have this factor pointed out tc|
I
hem. Special features for preventing runs should also be
j
rought to the customer* s attention.
|
Improper fit will cause stockings to wear out
ulcker than any other factor. It is Just as bad to wear
j
tocklngs that are too small as It Is to wear stocking that <
e too big. The strain on the stockings caused by the Im-
j
jjroper fit will cause all kinds of trouble.
j
l.e. runs, holes at the toes and heels, etc.
i
Customers with growths on their feet cannot
I
upect a stocking to wear well because of the unusual a- '
I
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Stockings are made according to the length and
width of the leg and should he sold accordingly. A tall
slender woman would wear a longer pair of hose, a short
woman - a shorted pair; a stout woman - an out si zed pair
and possibly a pair with wider feet.
If the customer is primarily interested in
appearance, the texture and the shape of the hose should
be brought to her attention. The salesgirl may slip her
hand inside the stocking so as to emphasize the shape of
the ankle, the clocking or embroidery, the design of the
lace work, etc. A warning should be made here in regard
to clockwork and embroidery. Stout women or women with
very large ankles should never wear stockings with
clockwork or embroidery because they tend to accentuate th<i
size of the ankle. On the other hand, a small neat ankle
will be accentuated by these features.
Seconds in hosiery Any hosiery with
imperfections in it is called a second and is sold as such<
Because of these imperfections, the stockings are sold
cheaper than the perfect hose, and, as a general rule,
they will not wear as well. Some imperfections do not
affect the wearing quality of the stocking, but yet the
manufacturer will not guarantee any goods sold as seconds
and, therefore, he must sell them at a lower price.
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Care of Stockings
|
1. The correct size should always be worn.
j
2. Garters should not be so tight that there is i
an unnecessary strain on the hose.^
|
3. Manufacturers say that stockings should be
I
I
washed as soon as they are taken off the
feet because the perspiration tends to rot
j
,1
the silk. This fact has been proved over
j
il
and over again by experience and by experi- ij
mentation.
4. Stockings should not be worn day in and day i
out oven though they are ]aundered every
night. It is best to alternate with three
pairs, and then the service which the stock- i
Ings give will be greatly lengthened.^
|,
ii
5. Careful darning of a thin place as soon as i*^
is noticed will greatly prolong the wear.
I
6. Correctly-fitted shoes. I would consider
this factor the most important one in sell- !
I
ing hosiery. If a person is wearing poorly-
j




shoes, she cannot expect good wear from her
j
hosiery. In the first place, poorly-fitted
|j
shoes will constantly rub, and the friction
|
of walking causes the hosiery to wear at thei
The Story of a Pair of silk Stockings rT. "yfglteT Fred,“
p. 40
The Neumode (Pamphlet issued by the Neumode Hosiery Shop
Laconia, N.H. February, 1933)
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toes as well as at the heels* In the second
place, the money saved on hosiery when one
wears good quality shoes will greatly repay
the customer for the three or five dollars
extra she invested in her shoes* In fact,
in the long run, she will save money* Inex-
pensive as well as expensive hosiery wears
longer with good quality shoes*
7* The proper way to put on a stocking is to
.roll the stocking down to the foot, slip the
foot Inside, and gently pull it on*^ It is a
very bad practice to put the foot in at the
top of the stocking and then pull it on*
All kinds of trouble may be caused by this
practice*
In short, every member of the hosiery trade,
from the manufacturer to the customer, must be educated to
sell emd buy goods in a most efficient and effective way*
Waste will be eliminated, efficiency will be promoted, and
the standard of living will be raised accordingly*
1* The Story of a Pair of Silk Stockings, T* Walter Fred
p* 59
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A Standardized Method of Measuring the Size of Hosiery
Investigation by the National Association of
bsiery and Underwear Manufacturers in the methods of mess-
ing hosiery revealed the fact that no large class of manu-
acturers used the same method of measuring* In order to
liminate the confusion that arose as a result of these
ifferent measuring systems, a standard method based on the
itiggestions of the Bureau of Standards, was selected by a
(lommittee of manufacturers* The new method of measuring




The lack of a standardized method of measuring
|
I
: loslery was evidenced by the fact that the hosiery manu- 1
I
*acturers did not realize the advantages to be obtained by
|
laveloping and adopting such a system* A customer using I
i
>ne particular size of hosiery from one manufacturer chang- '
I
.ng to the same size of another manufacturer might be sub-
|
|ect to considerable discomfort as a result of the misfittedj





Questionnaires were sent out to the manufac-
urers by the National Association of Hosiery and Under-
ear Manufacturers in order to ascertain the existing
easuring methods* The Bureau of Standards, with the co-
t f
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operation of the Association studied and analyzed the dlf*
ferent methods that were being used* The research dis-
closed the fact that the manufacturers were measuring, in
Inches, between two points, one on the toe and the other
on the heel when the stocking was laid in a flat position*
Fhe differences in sizing resulted, however, from the non-
imiformity of the position of the point at the heel* The
existing differences were the result, no doubt, of prac-
tice rather than careful thought and attention* The ques-
tionnaires brought out the fact that nine different sys-
tems of measxiring hosiery were in use*
The following diagrams illustrate the dlffer-
onces in the length of the lines drawn from the tip of the
toe to a point along the back of the heel*
Fig.
..-Methods used ,n mea.^uring the size of hosiery by mne different manufacturers.
.Method
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By comparing the new standardized measurement of
ihe stocking with the measurements of the old methods, it is
»asy to see that some meastirements vary more than an inch.
L difference of one inch in length is interpreted as one
lize difference* Size ten, according to the standardized
lethod of measuring, might be, by using the old methods,
larked ten, ten and a half, or even eleven* The lengths
rare measured to the nearest one-sixteenth of an inch*
lie standard sizes for women's hosiery are 6, 8^, 9, 9^^,
.0, lOi^; for men, they are 9^^, 10, lOi, 11, ll-j^, and 12*
The actual measurements of the stockings in the
llustration varied from 10 5/16 inches to 11 5/16 inches*
lia measurements were as follows:
Method A 10 3/16 inches
B 10 5/16 «
C 10 7/16 tt
D 10 9/16 ft
£ 10 3/4 It
F 10 7/8 ft
G 11 5/16 It
H 11 3/16 n
I 11 1/4 " 1
Today, we sometimes find variations in the
standard lengths of the stockings* In such cases, prefer-
mce in sizing is given to the lower size* For example,
»* A Standardized Method of Measuring the Size of Hosiery
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wtockings measuring between 9^ Inches and 10 inches are
narked size 9^^ and so on.
Some manufacturers deliberately manufacture the
wtockings one-, two-, or three-sixteenth* s longer than the
standard measurement for the purpose of giving extra length
and, as they believe, extra service and comfort. This is
aot a common practice among manufacturers.
The manufacturers* committee, appointed by the
national Association of Hosiery and Underwear Manufacturers
and by the Bureau of Standards, approved and designated
aethod A as the standard. The selection of method A was
based on two facts; one, that method A is approximately
equal to the numerical average of all nine systems; that
is, the average of the dimensions of all systems used on
the same stocking; two, from a consideration of the most
Donsistent points in the foot of the stocking in respect
to its manufacturing construction. This latter point in-
volved a consideration of the points which may be used in
different shapes of hosiery forms and also the lengths of
the gore^ in terms of the number of stitches. This neces-
i
Bitated the heel gore being made a certain proportionate
distance from the curve of the heel toward the bottom of
the foot. In boarding the stockings, care must be taken
to have the heel gores parallel to each other. The two
points in method A were found to be the tip of the toe
I. The dividing line between the heel tabs and the foot
is called the gore.
<*T I
"
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ad the lower part of the heel gore. These points were
.eclded upon, after careful consideration, by the consensus
if opinion of the committee and of several experts. The
Athod of measuring the size of a stocking by method A is
,8 follows: After the stocking has been boarded or pressed
lace a ruler along a line in which
fthe bottom of the heel gore are connected. The distance
|
iTaom the tip of the toe to the intersection with the back
pf the heel to the nearest half-inch is the standard hosierii
ize. Of course, as has been mentioned before, in the case !
3f uneven lengths, the preference should be given to the
j
The following diagram shows how the ruler shoul
be placed between the measuring points in order to size the
stocking.
\
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This method, which is the first standardized
mthod of measuring hosiery, has been generally adopted
Iby manufacturers and retailers, and is widely used today.
The National Association of Hosiery and Under-
vwar Manufacturers, The Federal Specification Board, The
Inerioan Home Economics Association, and The Bureau of
Standards have all adopted this method as a trade practice
Uid as a standard.
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Standardization of Hosiery Box Dimensions
In the past, hosiery manufacturers gave little
thought to the full measure of utility which might he ob-
tained from their hosiery boxes. Manufacturers who have
spent years of effort in improving their product have over-
looked the importance of the correctly-sized box to the
E
osiery industry. The waste of paper and space from over-
ized boxes, and the results of loosely packed stockings,
ave been overlooked or disregarded by practically all manu-
acturers*
However, the National Association of Hosiery
ind Underwear Manufacturers established a fellowship to
C
onsider hosiery problems. One of the first problems in
he research was that of the size of the hosiery box.
The purposes of the box investigation were
1.
To study and determine the value of the
hosiery boxes in use at that time.
2.
To design a box which would properly
incase the hosiery, and to have the
hosiery act as a support and brace the
box.
3.
To insure the presentation of the
hosiery to its best advantage when the
box was opened.^
Standardization of Hosiery Box Dimensions. U. S. Bu-
reau of Standards - Circular #253 page 158.
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The research fellow sent out to hosiery menu
facturers a request for hosiery packed in the boxes they
used in their mills, A great variety in sizes of boxes
[was submitted. The number of different sized-boxes was ex-
plained by the fact that different sizes of hosiery are
nuide in different widths and lengths. But waste space,
[broken boxes, and crumpled hosiery does not help to Justi-
fy the use of so many different kinds of boxes. Attempts
were made to fill in the waste space by placing a piece of
Oardboard in the boxes. This additional expense was, of
Bourse, unnecessary and unwarranted. In the proper kind of
box, the hosiery should be smooth in its appearance, the
box should be entirely filled, and a slight compression
should exist which would tend to strengthen the box. The
losiery would act as a support and thereby prevent the box
om breaking. Advertising through display had to be dis-
garded by the retailers when their stockings were re-
ived in broken boxes. The broken boxes were either put
der the counter, or else, the contents were removed and
e boxes thrown out.
The most Important feature which emphasizes the
ise of standard boxes is the reduction of waste. In order
[to eliminate waste, the stocking must be carefully folded
^d carefully packed. Experience has shown that waste
ipaoe has caused practically all the trouble in packing
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The hosiery boxes suggested as standards by the
research fellow were adopted by the National Association of
Hosiery and Underwear Manufacturers, and by the Bureau of
Standards*
The standards are as follows:
Inside dimensions of boxes accepted as standards for ladies*
hosiery*^
Three Fold
No. of Wo. of
pairs Tolds in Description
Ha Width Length Height in boxes losiery of hosiery
Inche Inches Inches
1* 6 9 3/8 i 3 3 All silk hose
2* 6 9 3/8 1 3 3 Boot silk hose
3. 6 9 3/8 1 7/8 6 3 Mercerized and boot
silk
4* 6 9 3/8 3 3/4 12 3 Do
Hose foIded in Ankle
5* 6 LI 7/8 li 6 2 Sheer mercerized
- - hose
6* 6 LI 7/8 li 6 2 Boot silk, nercer-
ized, and light-
weight cotton
7. 6 tl 7/8 If 6 2 Medium-weight cot-
-
- ton
8* 6 LI 7/8 2f 6 2 Heavy-wel^t cotton
9* 6 LI 7/8 2i 12 2 Mercerized and boot
- silk
10. 6 LI 7/8 3 12 2 Light-weight cotton
11. 6 .1 '7/8 3i 12 2 Medium-id.ght cotton
12. 6 .1 7/8 4 3/8 12 2 Heavy-weight cotton
|j
1. Standardization of Hosiery Box Dimensions -*i
U. S , Bureau of Standard - Circular #253 pages 165, 166
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Shortly after the new standard dimensions for
hosiery boxes had been proposed, a complete set of these
boxes, packed with hosiery, was sent to an exhibition in
Philadelphia. The material arrived in perfect condition,
with no boxes crushed, and the hosiery, upon opening the
boxes, presented a fine appearance.
I
i The reduction in the size of the box not only
meant that the stockings would be safer in transit, but al-
'
so meant a large saving in boxes and paper materials. This
saving, of course, was and is of primary importance to the
hosiery Industry. Ihe storage space taken up by the old
space-wasting boxes would also be saved. The reduction in
the size of the shipping case, which automatically followed
[
1. Standardization of Hosiery Box Dimensions
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the reduction in the size of boxes, would mean a reduction
in the cost of the cases and a reduction in the transporta*-
tion charges. Even the shipping case would be firmer and
stronger for the reason that all the space is taken up by
the hosiery.
Standard boxes would permit the box manufacture
to plan his stock to better advantage. He could buy mate-
rials in larger quantities, be more prepared to fill rush
orders by concentrating on the standard-sized boxes. Large
quantity production also would mean reduced operating costs
Box breakage would be reduced by the elimination of waste
space, that is by packing the hosiery in standard boxes in
a more compact way.
The new method enabled and encouraged retailers
to stock neatly or their shelves the boxes of all manufactut*
ers so that the trade marks may be seen. A real advertis-
ing value is attached to such a display.
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WAGES AND HOURS OF LABOR
I
Hoxirs and Earnings In the Hosiery Industry
1930 and 1938
"This article presents briefly the results of a
tudy of wages and hours of labor of wage earners in the
osiery Industry in the United States, made by the Bureau
Of Labor Statistics in 1932, and also comparative figures
for certain specified years from 1910 to 1938 in which
studies have been made by the bureau. Summaries for the
last two years studied show that full-time hours per week
for the wage earners covered in 1932 averaged 51.6, or only
p.l of an hour per week less than in 1930; average earnings
per hour averaged 35.5 cents in 1932, or 10 cents per hour
less than in 1930; and average full-time earnings per week
averaged ^18.38 in 1932, or ^5.20 less than in 1932.
"The 1932 data used in the compilation of this
report were taken for a pay period in the early months of
1932 by agents of the bureau directly from the pay rolls
and other records of 123 representative hosiery mills in 18
States for 33,227 wage earners.
pours and Earnings in the Hosiery Industry, 1930 and 1932.
1930 and 1932, by Occupation and Sex
"Table 1 shows, for 1930 and 1932, the average
lumber of days on which wage earners worked in one week.
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average full-time and actual hours and earnings In one week
»
average earnings per hour, and the per cent of full time
worked in one week for the wage earners and for a group
designated In the table as * other employees*.^ The latter
group Includes a number of occupations, each too small in
number of wage earners to warrant occupational tabulation*
"The number of days worked in one week by males
ranged, by occupations, in 1930 from an average of 4.6 for
transfer knitters to 5*5 for machine fixers and in 1932
from 4.3 for transfer knitters to 5.3 for machine fixers
and ’other employees’." Days worked by females ranged in
1930 from 4.4 for mock seamers to 5.2 for automatic knit-
ters, and pairers or maters, and in 1932 from 4.1 for
automatic knitters to 5*3 for folders* In computing these
averages, each full day or part of a day that a wage earner
worked was counted as a day.
"Full-time hours per week of males ranged in
1930 from an average of 50.6 for knitters, loggers of full-
fashioned hose, to 55.5 for automatic knitters, and in 1932
from 50.6 for knitters, footers of full-fashioned hose, to
54.6 for automatic knitters* Those for females ranged in
1930 from 49*9 for boarders to 53.8 for mock seamers, and
in 1932 from 49.7 for boarders to 53.8 for mock seamers.
"Hours actually worked in one week by males
pranged in 1930 from 40.2 for boarders to 50.6 for machine
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fixers, and in 1932 from 38.8 for boarders to 49.2 for
maohine fixers. Those worked by females ranged in 1930
from 34.5 for mock seamers to 46.2 for automatic knitters,
and in 1932 from 33.1 for boarders to 42.9 for menders.
"The per cent of full time worked by males
ranged in 1930 from 74.9 for boarders to 94.4 for machine
fixers, and in 1932 from 72.8 for boarders to 93.2 for top-
pers of full-fashioned hose, and that of females ranged in
1930 from 64.1 for mock seamers to 87.5 for automatic
knitters, and in 1932 from 66.6 for boarders to 83.6 for
menders.
"Average earnings per hour of males ranged in
1930 from a low of 26.9 cents for winders to a high of
$1,451 for knitters, footers of full-fashioned hose, and in
1932 from 19.6 cents for transfer knitters to 76.3 cents
for knitters, footers, of full-fashioned hose. Those of
females ranged in 1930 from a low of 27 cents for welters
to a high of 54.6 cents for full-fashioned toppers, and in
1932 from 20.5 cents for transfer knitters to 41.6 cents
for boarders. Average earnings per hour of males were less
in 1932 for all, except in one occupation, and less for the
group of ’other employees’ than in 1930, and of females in
all occupations and in the group of ’other employees’ were
less in 1932 than in 1930.
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ranged in 1930 from |14*15 for winders to #73.57 for knit-
j|
ters, footers of full-fashioned hose, and in 1932 from
|
BIO. 50 for transfer knitters to #38.61 for knitters, footer^
Bf full-fashioned hose. Those of females ranged in 1930
|
from #14.50 for welters to #27.63 for full-fashioned top-
i
pers, and in 1932 from #11.01 for transfer knitters to
J
#20. 68 for boarders.
I
**Average aotual earnings in one week of males !
i
ranged in 1930 from #11.65 for winders to #63.44 for knit-
|
ters, footers of full-fashioned hose, and in 1932 from
j
»8.32 for transfer knitters to #32.32 for machine fixers,
fhose of females ranged in 1930 from $9.57 for mock seamers
feo #23.02 for full-fashioned toppers, and in 1932 from #8.3^
for mock seamers to #14.79 for full-fashioned toppers?^ i
11
II
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and Earnings In the Hosiery Industry, 1930 and 1932, By Oooupatlon and Sei^
Oooupatlon
Num- Num-
ber of bar of
Tear Sex estab- wage
iish- earn-
ments ers
Average Hours actu* Aver-
days on Aver- ally worked Aver- age Aver-
which age In 1 week age full- age
wage full- earn- time actual
earners time Aver-Per Ings earn- earn-
worked hours age cent per Ings ings
in 1 per num-of fill hour per in 1



















1930 F. 38 639 4.9 49.9 36.5 73.1 .498 24.85 18.17
Folders —
1932 F. 43 726 4.9 49.7 33.1 66.6 .416 20.68 13.76
1930 F. 82 701 4.9 52.3 40.3 77.1 .356 18.62 14.36
Inspectors—— -—-——
—
1932 F. 95 704 5.3 52.0 41.0 78.8 .278 14.46 11.36
1930 F. 116 2,115 5.0 52.8 41.2 78.0 .307 16.21 12.66
Knitters, full-fashioned:—
Footers
1932 F. 117 1,945 5.0 52.3 40.8 78.0 .257 13.44 10*46
1930 M. 53 1,075 5.1 60.7 43.7 86.2 1.451 73.57 63.44
Leggers—
T932 M. 63 1,339 5.0 60.6 42.3 83.6 .763 36.61 32.29









































































































































































































1930 M. 46 1,692 5.0 51.8 43.3 83.6 .340 17.61 14.70
1932 M. 51 1.482 4.8 51.9 43.0 82.9 .259 13.44 11.16
1930 F. 120 4,086 4.8 53.0 37.6 70.9 .386 20.46 14.49
1932 F. 116 3,700 4.8 52.6 36.6 69.6 .289 15.20 10.58
1930 M. 117 958 5.5 53.6 50.6 94.4 .775 41.54 39.25
1932 Me 112 791 5.3 53.3 49.2 92.3 .656 34.96 32.32
1930 F. 116 1,663 4.9 51.7 41.0 79.3 .362 18.72 14.84
1932 F. 120 1,661 5.2 51.3 42.9 83.6 .301 15.44 12.89
1930 Fe 93 1,438 5.2 52.1 41.4 79.5 .363 18.91 15.02
1932 F. 102 1,517 5.1 51.7 38.6 74.7 .299 15.46 11.56
1930 F. 55 1,555 5.0 50.2 40.0 79.7 .497 24.95 19.87
1932 F. 64 1,876 5.1 50.8 40.0 78.7 .347 17.63 13.87
1930 F. 34 288 4.4 53.8 34.5 64.1 .277 14.90 9.57
1932 F. 33 253 4.7 53.8 37.1 69.0 .224 12.05 8.31
1930 M. 8 109 4.7 51.4 42.5 62.7 .484 24.88 20.59
1932 Me 20 349 5.0 51.4 47.9 93.2 .322 16.55 15.42
1930 F. 54 2,070 5.1 50.6 42.2 83.6 .546 27.63 23.02
1932 64 2,771 4.9 50.1 40.1 80.0 .369 18.49 14.791930 Fe 30 240 4.9 53.7 38.0 70.8 .270 14.50 10.25
1932 F. 19 105 5.0 53.3 38.9 73.0 .224 11.94 8.73
1930 M. 15 63 4.9 52.6 43.3 82.3 .269 14.15 11.65
1932 Me 25 84 5.1 52.1 46,4 89.1 .288 15.00 13.36
1930 F. 86 658 4.9 51.0 40.2 78.8 .323 16.47 12.98
1932 F. 79 475 4.8 50.8 39.5 77.8 .303 15.39 11.97
1930 M. lie 2,956 5.3 53.3 47.3 68.7 .393 21.00 18.56
1932 M. 120 2,707 5.3 53.0 46.5 87.7 .379 20.09 17.66
1930 F. 118 3,532 5.0 52.0 40.6 78.1 .280 14.56 11.39
1932 I, 121 2.806 5.1 51.9 41.2 79.4 .233 12.09 9.60
1930 M* 122 12,137 5.1 52.4 45.0 85.9 .707 37.05 31.85
1932 Me 123 12.908 5.0 52.2 44.1, 84.5 .494 25.79 21.80
1930 F. 122 21,688 4.9 52.1 40.1 77.0 .366 19.07 14.66
1932 F. 123 20,319 4.9 51.7 39.6 76.6 .292 15.10 11.54
1930 - 122 33,825 5.0 52.2 41.9 80.3 .497 25.94 20.83
1932 123 33,227 5.0 51.9 41.3 79.6 .376 19.51 15.53
1. Hours and Earnings in the Hosiery Industry - Monthly Labor Review - November 1932
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Hours and Earnings in the Hosiery Industry
1930 and 1933, by Sex and State
’Table 3 shows average days, hours, and earn-
ings, and the per cent of full time worked by wage earners '
in the hosiery industry covered, by sex and State, in 1930 i
and 1933. In order to avoid publishing fig\ires for one
nill in any State and thus possibly revealing its identity,
the wage figxires for two States were combined in certain
oases, as, for instance, those of Alabama and Louisiana,
Maryland and West Virginia, and Minnesota and Wisconsin.
•Days worked in one week by the males covered
|
I
in all States in the table averaged 5.1 in 1930 and 5.0 in
;
1933, and by those in the different States ranged in 1930
from a low of 4.8 to a high of 5.7, and in 1933 from 4.7 !
to 5.6. Females in all States averaged 4.9 days in 1930
and 1933, and their averages in different States ranged |
from 4.3 to 5.5 in 1930, and from 4.6 to 5.5 in 1933.
i
’Full-time hours per week for males covered in
j
all States in the table averaged 53.4 in 1930 and 53.3 in
1933 and for those in different States ranged in 1930 from
i
sin average of 47.7 to 55.8, and in 1933 from 47.7 to 55.5.
Females in all States combined averaged 53.1 in 1930 and
51.7 in 1933 and their averages in different States ranged
from 47.8 to 55.8 in 1930, and from 47.7 to 55.4 in 1938.
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**Hours actually worked in one week by males
ooyered in all States in the table averaged 45 in 1930 and
44*1 in 1932, and by those in various States ranged in 1930
from an average of 39.2 to 50, and in 1932 from 39.5 to
54* 7. Females in all States averaged 40.1 in 1930 and 39*6
In 1932 and their averages in different States ranged from
53*4 to 47.5 in 1930, and 33.5 to 46.4 in 1932.
"The per cent of full time worked in one week
by males in all States combined was 85.9 in 1930 and 64*5 iz
L932, and in the different States ranged from 80 to 101 in
L930, and from 73*6 to 96.6 per cent in 1932. Females in
all States combined worked 77 per cent of full time in 1930
and 76.6 per cent in 1932, and the per cent in different
States ranged from 66 to 92.2 in 1930, and from 66.1 to
37.9 in 1932.
"Average earnings per hour of males in all
States combined were 70*7 cents in 1930 and 49.4 cents in
L932, and for those in different States ranged from 33*7
)ents to ^1.217 in 1930, and from 20*9 to 76.7 cents to
L932* females in all States combined earned an average of
;i6.6 cents in 1930 and 29.2 cents in 1932, and their averages
.n different States ranged from 19.4 to 53 cents in 1930,
and from 13*8 to 38 cents in 1932* Average earnings per
hour of males and of females for each State, except one, wen
|.ess in 1932 than in 1930. The loss to both sexes combined

-77-
ranged by States from 0*5 cent for the State with the least!
I
decrease to cents per hour for the State In which the '
greatest decrease occurred*
I
"Full-time earnings per week of males in all
States combined averaged $37*05 in 1930 and $25*79 in 1932
and in different States ranged in 1930 from an average of
$17*76 to $58*05, and in 1932 from $11*58 to $37*05*
Females in all States combined averaged $19*07 in 1930 and
$15 *10 in 1932, and their averages in different States
ranged from $10*69 to $25*65 in 1930, and $7*53 to $18*84 i
In 1932*
I
"Actual earnings of males in one week in all
States combined averaged $31*85 in 1930 and $21*80 in 1932
Uid in the various States ranged in 1930 from $15*52 to
j
|58*69, and in 1932 from $8*52 to $33*96* Females in all
States combined averaged $14*66 in 1930 and $11*54 in 1932,
j
and their averages ranged by States from $8*52 and $21*99
In 1930, and from $5*87 to $15*31 in 1932*"^
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Average Days, Hours, and Earnings in the Hosiery Industry, 1930 and 1932 by Sex and State^*
Aver-
age Aver- Aver-
days age Hours ao- age Aver-
Num- Num- on full- tually Aver- full- age
bar of bar of which time worked in age time actual
Sex and State Tear estab- wage wage 1 week earn- earn- earn-
lish- earners earners hours ings ings lags
ments worHed per Aver- Per per per in 1
la 1 week age cent hour week week





— 1930 4 298 5.4 55.6 50.0 89.9 $0,339 $16.85 $16.97
1932
g 152 4.7 55.4 40.8 73.6 .209 11.58 8.52Georgia — 1930 482 5.2 54.3 46.5 86.6 .369 20.04 17.15
1932 6 459 5.1 55.4 47.0 84.8 .301 16.68 14.14
Illinois— —— 1930 6 227 5.3 55.0 46.6 84.7 .422 23.21 19.67
1932 3 187 4.9 51.8 39.5 76.3 .427 22.12 16.65Indiana— 3 383 5.4 49.5 45.6 92.1 .950 47.03 43.37
1932 3 591 4.8 49.4 42.7 86.4 *644 31.81 27.50
Maryland and West Virginia 1930 5 316 5.2 55.1 44.2 80.2 • 351 19.34 15.52
1932 6 250 5.2 49.0 43.7 78.9 • 341 18.89 14.90
Massachusetts 8 554 5.1 48.6 39.2 80i0 .852 41.75 33.40
1932 7 455 5.5 51.1 44.5 91.6 .643 31.25 26.61
Michigan- -— 3 32 5.7 51.1 48.7 95.3 .656 33.52 31.99
1932 4 106 4.9 49.7 42.4 83.0 • 536 27.39 22.69
Minnesota and Wisconsin-— 1930 5 783 5.6 50.2 47.1 94.8 .793 39.41 37,38
1932 5 970 4.9 55.4 42.7 85.1 .518 26.00 22.09
Now Hampshire — 1930 4 110 4.8 51.6 44.1 85.5 .466 24.05 20.56
1932 2 62 4.8 51.3 41.9 81.7 .464 23.80 19.41
Now Jersey—— —— 1930 5 534 5.6 47.7 48.2 101.0 1.217 58.05 56.69
1932 5 679 5.4 47.7 44.3 92.9 .654 31.20 29.00
New York —-—-
—
— 1930 4 281 5.4 49.7 41.9 84.3 1.116 55.47 46.83
1932 4 365 5.6 48.3 44.3 91.7 • 767 37.05 33.96
North Carolina- — 1930 16 1,562 5.0 55.8 46.1 82.6 .'450 25.11 20.75
1932 14 1,634 4.9 55.1 44.3 80.4 .376 20.83 16.75
Philadelphia, Pa.- 1,973 5.0 48.6 43.0 88.5 1.066 51.81 45.79
1932 19 1,925 4.9 48.2 42.0 87.1 .621 29.93 26.09
Eastern Pennsylvania^ - 1930 17 3,309 5.0 53.8 44.2 82.2 .710 38.20 31.40
1932 21 3,510 4.9 54.2 43.4 80.1 .486 26.34 21.09
Eastern Pennsylvania®- — 1930 36 5,282 5.0 51.9 43.7 84.2 .841 43.65 36.77
1932 40 5,435 4.9 52.1 42.9 82.3 .533 27.77 22.86
Tennessee —— — 1,075 5.0 55.1 47.5 86.2 .419 23.09 19.90
1932 15 1,249 5.0 54.0 48.7 90.2 .380 20.52 18.48
Virginia-———— 204 5.7 52.7 49.2 93.4 .337 17.76 16.55
1932 6 314 5.6 55.5 54.7 98.6 .330 18.32 16.05
Total - 1930 122 12,137 5.1 52.4 45.0 85.9 .7t*i d7.0fe 31.85
1932 123 12.908 5.0 52.2 44.1 84.5 .494 25.79 21.80
Eemale s
Alabama and Louisiana — 1930 4 744 5.4 55.1 47.5 86.2 .194 10.69 9.20
1932 3 449 4.9 54.6 42.5 77.8 .138 7.53 5.87
Georgia-———-————
-
1930 5 932 5.0 54.6 41.7 76.4 .205 11.19 8.52
1932 6 889 5.2 55.4 40.8 73.6 .181 10.03 7.38
Illinois— — 1930 6 730 4.9 54.8 40.5 73.9 .246 13.46 9.97
1932 3 465 4.8 50.7 33.5. 66.1 .259 13.13 8.66
Indiana— — 1930 3 724 5.4 49.7 45.8 92.2 .452 22.46 20.66
1932 3 733 5.0 49.7 40.4 81.3 .379 18.84 15.31
Maryland and West Virginia 1930 5 716 4.3 55.0 37.4 68.0 .286 15.73 10.70
1932 6 518 4.6 54.5 40.0 73.4 .237 12.92 9.50
Massachusetts- 1930 a 827 4*7 48.0 33.4 69.6 .392 18.82 13.07
1932 7 626 5.5 48.0 42.2 87.9 .348 16.70 14.69
Michigan — 1930 3 147 5.0 51.0 39.1 76.7 .379 19.33 14.84
1932 4 216 5.1 50.7 40.4 79.7 .272 13.79 10.99
Minnesota and Wisconsin—
-
1930 5 1,675 5.3 49.5 42.6 86.1 .411 20.34 17.53
1932 5 1,540 5.3 49.2 37.8 76.8 .320 15.74 12.10
New Hampshire 1930 4 310 4.5 49.5 38.4 77.6 .330 16.34 12.68
1932 2 159 5.0 49.5 39.3 79.4 .268 13.27 10.55
New J ersey— -— 1930 5 793 5.5 47.8 41.5 86.8 .530 25.33 21.99
1932 5 1,095 5.1 47.7 39.3 62.4 1360 18.13 14.94
New York —-- 1930 4 523 5.1 49.7 35.6 72.0 .516 25.65 18.47
1932 4 773 5.\ 48.1 36.9 76.7 .377 18.13 13.90
North Carolina-———— 1930 16 2,409 5.0 55.8 42.9 76.9 .295 16.46 12.67
1932 14 2,475 4.6 55.0 39.9 72.5 .236 13.09 9.50
1930 19 3,536 4.8 48.5 36.9 76.1 .510 24.74 18.84
1932 19 2,939 4.8 46.3 38.6 79.9 .373 18.02 14.37
Eastern Pennsylvania'*' 1930 17 4,264 4.8 53.1 39.1 73.6 .413 21.93 16.14
1932 21 4,568 4.9 53.1 39.2 73.8 .299 15.88 11.71
Eastern Pennsylvania^- 1930 36 7,600 4.8 51.0 38.1 74.7 .456 23.26 17.36
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Hours and Earnings in Representative Occupations, 1932
**Table 3 presents average days, hours, and
earnings for the wage earners covered in six representative
occupations in the hosiery industry in each State or group
of States where found in 1932. These figures illustrate
the variations in hours and earnings of the wage earners in
each of the occupations in the industry and State. Thus,
the average full-time hours per week of boarders, male, the
first occupation in the table, ranged in the different
States from 46.3 to 55.2, and for all States averaged 53.3;
average hours actually worked in one week ranged, by States
from 29.1 to 50.3, and for all States averaged 38.8 hours.
The per cent of full-time worked ranged, by States, from
59.1 to 99.4 and for all States was 72.8 per cent. Average
earnings per hour ranged from 22.2 to 62.5 cents, and for
all States averaged 38 cents. Average full-time earnings
per week ranged from $12.17 to $31.19, and for all States
averaged ^20,25. Average actual earnings in one week
ranged from $7.18 to $26.15 and for all States averaged
$14.73.**1
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.Table 9
Average Daya, Hours, and Bamlnge In Selected Oooupatlo
1938, by Sex and State
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66 1,513 4.9 53.3 33.8 72.6 .^0 80.25 14.73
2 29 4.7 51.3 34.5 67.3 .166 9.54 6.41
2 76 4.4 49.6 30.6 61.6 .427 21.26 13.15
la 1 2 (3) (3) 1[3) (3) (3) (3) (3)
4 26 5.6 46.0 42.2 67.9 .436 20.93 18.36
2 12 6.0 50.0 36.1 78.2 .272 13.60 9.65
•- 4 119 4.9 49.4 25.6 52.8 .426 21.04 11.00
1 6 5.0 48.0 44.5 98.7 .247 11.66 11.01
3 81 5.7 46.1 37.4 77.0 .573 27.56 81.46
4 93 4.3 47.0 27.5 58.5 .540 25.38 14.67
1 6 5.6 55.0 44.7 61.3 .257 14.14 11.47
12 179 4.9 49.5 36.0 72.7 .437 81.63 15.73
•• 3 45 5.4 54,0 39.6 73.3 .233 18.56 9.84
15 284 5.0 50.4 36.7 72.6 .393 19.61 14.48
3 48 4.4 53.6 29.9 55.6 .233 18.54 6.96
J. 6 4.5 55.0 42.0 76.4 .206 11.44 6.7545 726 4.9 49.7 33.1 66.6 .416 20.68 13.76
1-
2 18 5.2 55.1 53.6 97.3 .366 81.87 20.70
3 96 4.9 49.6 43.0 66.7 .700 38.69 33.54
7 62 5.4 48.4 43.2 89.3 .673 42.25 37.71
2 11 5.4 50.3 46.2 91.8 .703 35.36 32.46
3 184 4.9 49.0 42.4 86.5 .720 35.86 30.53
5 114 5.2 46.3 41.0 66.6 .603 37.10 32.97
3 54 5.4 47.9 43.1 90.0 .691 48.66 38.41
4 115 4.6 55.0 40.0 72.7 .654 35.97 86.15
12 845 4.9 45.7 36.6 64.9 .646 38.75 38.98
15 408 4.6 53.9 42.4 76.7 .791 48.63 33.49
27 647 4.6 50.8 41.0 80.7 .011 41.80 33,87
4 74 5.4 53.7 49.4 92.0 .569 30.56 88.10
3 88 5.7 55,5 65.7 100.4 .530 89.48 29.49
63 1,339 5.0 50.6 42.3 63.6 .763 36.61 32.89
; 2 61 5.3 55.7 49.9 89.6 .328 18.27 16.35
3 382 4.7 49.2 41.5 64.3 .659 38.48 87.31
7 217 5.4 46.5 44.1 90.9 .728 35.31 32.13
2 36 4.7 52.0 44.1 64.8 .634 32.97 87.94
3 322 4.6 49.6 40.5 81.3 .626 31.27 25.41



















































































































































































































































































116 3.700 52.6 86.6 69.6
Menders, female:
Alabama and Louisiana-—— 3
Georgia — — &
Illinois-------———— 3
Indiana——————— 3
Maryland and West Virginia 6
Massachusetts-——— 6
Michigan 4











































































































3. Data Included in total.
1* Hours and Earnings in the Hosiery Industry - Monthly Labor Review
November 1932























The United States is the acknowledged leader
in the manufacture of silk hosiery because its hosiery is
better made and is less expensive than hose made in any
other country in the world. The United States is not only
the largest maker of hosiery but also the largest consumer.
The United States has approximately 350 mills
t
ngaged in the manufacture of silk hosiery. The following
















1. The Reading - (Magazine issued by the Textile Machine
Works, Reading, Pennsylvania) July 1931 - Vol. E #2
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”The union of South Africa ranked as the most
Important market for American silk hosiery in 1930, taking !;
i
Ills, 555 dozen pairs, with a value of $1,359,545; Cuba came
!
lecond with 58,191 dozen pairs, worth $485,513* Argentina
|
kook 52,369 dozen pairs, with a value of $494,482; the
Inited Kingdom, 41,243 dozen pairs, valued at $420,008; the
iimippine Islands 28,095, $262,181; Uruguay, 26,475;
1
260,159; Mexico, 26,190, $254,780; Columbia, 22,984,
|
198,240; and Canada, 17,730, $157,909*
j
"Of the total amount of silk hosiery exported
luring 1930, women’s full-fashioned hose comprised 80*2 per
jj
|l
)ent; women’s seamless, 5*3 per cent; and men’s and Ij
I
children’s hose the remainder* The leading market for I;
Ptmen’ s full-fashioned hosiery during 1930 was the Union of
|
South Africa, which took 112,368 dozen pairs of the total l|
ii
mount (491,914 dozen pairs) shipped from the United States*|
Juba was the second best country of destination, taking
13,183 dozen pairs, and was followed by the United Kingdom, !
Ii
Argentina, Australia, Philippine Islands, and Uruguay*
len’s silk socks found their principal markets in Argentina,
Juba, Columbia, the Philippine Islands, Uruguay, Mexico,
j
Janada, and the Union of South Africa, Cuba, Panama, Mexico I
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83
the Philippine islands, and British India were the most
important purchasers of children's hosiery in 1930.”^
The United States exports of silk hosiery
2during 1930 were as follows:
Country of Seamless Full-fashioned









Canada 1 , 248
Panama 2,229



















British East Africa 132


















2,244 3,425 46, 99^















1. Commerce Report 15 - April 13, 1931 Page 96 - ^Wearing
Apparel
2. Ibid
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The Japanese are keenly interested in outdoor
sports particularly hiking, camping, fishing and mountain
climbing. This enthusiasm has created a large demand for
stockings.
Japan has a highly developed knit goods in-
dustry which enables her to supply most of the requirement*
of the local market at prices which prevent foreign compe-
tition, and also to supply the demands of foreign markets.
Japan formerly imported her stockings from the
United States but the steady increase in her domestic pro-
duction and consumption led to the establishment of a
local industry.^
ARGENTINA
The increase in domestic production of hosiery
in Argentina has changed its market from a large outlet
for all kinds of American silk hosiery to a very small
market for a few kinds of high-grade silk hosiery that
have been well established there. Foreign competitors in
Argentina are forced to follow the line of least sales
resistance and are content to provide what the customers
ask for. Complaints on lesser known lines are frequent
with the result that the customers return stockings to
1. International Knit Goods News - Bureau of Foreign &
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ed& flio’i't aaaXjfooife 'i®ii bdi’ToqiaX ’^Xi^mot aaqaX.
-oiq oidayniob zed ai eesezonJ: edd as^sSS beSlnU
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dealers for readjustment which would have been kept had
they been purchased as well-known popular brands.^
TURKEY
There is no opportunity for foreign competition
in Turkey because the Turkish Government, by a decree pub-
lished in January, 1933 forbade the importation of hosiery.
INDIA
As we all know, the people of India do not
consider stockings a necessary article of clothing. The
few wealthy women in India who could afford to wear silk
stockings, dispense with them on several occasions. Manu-
facturers, realizing this growing tendency, began an adver*
tising campaign to counteract this tendency. The advertis-
ing campaign is a recent innovation so it is impossible to
predict the results of it or to foretell what the potential,
market for silk hosiery will be in India.®
NETHERLAND INDIA
Netherland India offers a fair market for silk
hosiery to Japan, China, Germany and the United States.
In this group, the American manufacturers hold the most
favorable position. Some of the American brands are re-
garded by consumers as standards for the market and all
new lines being introduced are compared with the American
product.
New styles and fads in silk hosiery receive
1. International Knit Goods News - Bureau of Foreign Ic
"
Domestic Commerce - February 1933 - pages 5, 6
2. Ibid - page 6
I
3. Ibid - page 7
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little encouragement in this country because the importers
dislike competition with lines already established there.
The larger department stores have adopted the policy of
[handling either the mediiim or low-priced silk stockings.
I
Chinese manufacturers supply the market with
the artificial silk or rayon stockings which are offered
at extremely low prices. Because of these low prices, they
have been underselling their competitors and have gained
a fair control of the market.^
UNITED KINGDOM
The United Kingdom has been encountering severe
competition in silk hosiery particularly from Germany. In
the first place, the demand for British-made silk hosiery
was lessened by the existence of heavy stocks of foreign
competitors goods. In spite of the British duties, foreign
competitors were able to offer their silk stockings in com-
petition with similar British products. In the second placj,
the local silk hosiery industry has been disturbed recently
by a contemplated movement on the part of Parliament to
reduce existing duties on German hosiery with a view to
allowing a reciprocal increase in British coal export to
that country.^
The investigation made by the local members cf
Parliament will determine what action is to be taken in
this matter.
1. International Knit Goods News - Bureau of Foreign &
Domestic Commerce - February 1933 - pages 7, 8
E. Ibid - page 8
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Summary
Willlani Lee little thought decades ago that
from his apparently unsuccessful attempts to make knitted
hosiery by means of machines would grow a tremendous
world-wide trade. The inventor, who received no reward for
his efforts, proved to be the founder of our present power
system of hosiery manufacture.
There are thousands of knitting mills all over
the world today in which operators are instructed in the
delicate manipulation of these machines. In the silk
hosiery industry, we find excellent equipment, the best
methods of manufacture, and finely trained personnel. In
a word, the best that man has produced representing
hundreds of years of research and development has been
japplied to our present day system of modern hosiery
manufacture. Its struggle for existence was marked by
many attendant sacrifices, disappointments, and thrills,
Ibut the amazing results stand as a monument to these effortii.
!l
To be able to knit the stocking fabric large
enough to fit the calf of the leg and, at the same time,
narrow enough to fit the ankle, was one of William Lee’s
primary problems. Groping in the dark, as it were, with
the clumsy and inadequate implements of his age, Lee
experimented with the knitted fabric. He knitted a flat
IIX ' •;,- .v^:'
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material the length of the human leg, seamed the edges,
and then added the foot. He found It Impossible to make
a stocking to fit in any other fashion. What he failed to
realize was that the knitted fabric immediately unravelled
when it was cut, and seams to cover up these rough edges
would be large and uncomfortable. We have answered Lee in
our modern era with the full-fashioned method of knitting
hosiery, for which he laid the foundation. By dropping
needles at regular intervals, we obtain a looped edge which
makes a neat, flat seam.
Silk hosiery is manufactured today almost ex-
clusively by two methods, the full-fashioned and the seam-
less method. Seamless hosiery is knitted in one piece and
is then stretched on steam-heated forms to fit the leg.
A.lthough the seamless stockings are less expensive than
full-fashioned hosiery, they are not at all in popular
demand. Feminine vanity must be reckoned with, and the
fact that seamless stockings do not fit the leg nearly
as well as full-fashioned hosiery makes their price of
little consequence.
History shows us that up through the centuries
men and women were most fastidious and proud of their leg
coverings. The cavalier of past ages and his lady adorned
their legs (or limbs) in the finest of materials and the
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not fundamentally changed* Our silk hosiery is not only
the most beautiful of leg covering, but it is comfortable
and serviceable* We have passed that stage idiere silk
stockings are a fad and a luxury* Twentieth century meth-
manufactxire and the scale of production have made
staple article of wear*
ode of
them a
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I spent a day visiting the Propper-McCallum
Hosiery Mill and Dyehouse in Northampton, Mass.
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